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much of the actual relationship existing between the pa rents and the 
teachers in our state* The benefits from such a study as this will 
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Ifebxeska Congress of .Parents and Teachers has been glad to sponsor 
Mrs* Bvelina J. Aitken in her surrey* Information and statistics 
gained from the answers to the questionnaire have already been in­
corporated into our state convention program! Into our summer 
conferences at the state teachers9 colleges, and more will be used 
in our district conferences in the fall when we meet with the local 
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which gives us greater confidence in some of the things we are 
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which gives us an opportunity to improve those things which need 
improvement. We are indebted to Mrs* Aitken not only for choosing 
such a subject as this, but for giving us this opportunity to 
assist her, and we feel that she has contributed far more to us 
than we can ever repay*
Mrs* ft, H* Gould 
President, lebraska Congress
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We thank ¥hee« the ereelor of all thing® for the ©Mild 
thou has set in our Bidet.
Chreat th&% we may accept the responsibility of pa rent* hood® 
find held in snored trust» our privilege to directs protect, en­
rich end beautify m hvmm soul*
Im% us take time to heoeue as intelligent;, informed parent- 
hoods realising that a nation is so hatter than it® homes*
let us put away the lesser things of life* and take on the 
bountiful life of m r r ice, being* always true® gentle and kind*
May we strive to he 'united in the big things of llfes to 
be liberal in things unimportant sad charitable is all things*
Teach us to criticise tenderly; to be generous is indg- 
m«§nts and plenteous in systpsthy*
01 v® us a riel on of s erricei a dlsoenusent of actios and 
a definite conviction that will provide the best for every 
child.
And may we say from the great human heart of us all , "Let 
the words of my mouth and the meditation® of my heart be accept­
able in thy sight* 0 Lord, s*y strength and my Hedeeaer*.
--Mrs. £0 a . Wing
CBAPT1B I
t m  pmM&m aip i t s  o m & m * m o m
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How can an organisation mob a* the lebraska Congress of Parent* 
and Teachers bo evaluated honestly as to its present value and effect­
iveness? What Mad of yardsticks can b® mood?
Although a true evaluation includes an approach to ascertain 
whether the organisation lives up to high standards and also include* 
a consideration as to whether it compare* favorably with other in­
stitutions* this survey has been conducted mainly through an opinion 
pell from the members of the organisation and It comprises only the 
relationships within the organization.
The history of the lebraska Congress of Parents and Teachers» 
during the past twenty-seven years* has shown an increasing manifesta­
tion of interest in better relatione' between the parent and teacher. 
Bow parents and teachers cooperatively can best contribute to the 
all-round developments of the child* which la true education* has 
been their constant basic objective,*
Long ago they discovered that "where there is a parent-teacher 
organisation to facilitate this cooperation* the business of bringing 
up children is not only made easier* but also more effective,2
^"Objective* of Ps r®nt-Teacher Association"* Biatorv of the Congress 
of Parents and teachers, Lincoln, lebraska 5 Hob rosiest Congress of 
Parents end Teachers, p, 3* 19^7*
Z
Wilson, Van Pelt Helen, "Education is a Two-Way Street", Parents. 
Bovember, 19^* .?• 2h„
Both parents and te&cfcers have to help in equal measure. Parent* 
and teachers are not enemies, but friends. They belong to the same 
chi Id*,*3
Kathryn Whiteside Taylor, consultant in family life education, 
of the Beattie, Washington public schools, insists that it takes 
both home and school to insure the growth of personality that is 
mature, poised, socialised and also rich in potential!ties for 
service.**
The author likes to think of this relationship as a two-way
street with the homm at one end and the school at the other. Barents
and teachers each have a part to perform. Each must help the other.
for it is essential that the child have the combined efforts of both.^
Mrs. Anna S. Bayes, the President of the national Congress of Parents
and Teachers* emphasises this fact, She says*
"The importance of home-school cooperation has grown 
In the minds of educators and parents alike. It has become* 
in fact, a necessary element in American education, Sorry 
indeed Is the plight of a child whose day at him is a con­
tradiction of his day at school and whose day at school has 
never been a continuation ""of his day at home.a°
The education of the child continues concurrently In both home and
school, Bis complete development depends upon the close relationship
of these two institutions*^
^ Giles, Bell, "Bo Barents Love Teacher* ?*\ Ladles1 Borne Journal".
May, I9bb, p. tf©.
** Taylor, Whiteside Kathryn, "It Takes Both Home and School", 
ghlldhopd Education. October 19 5^» P*
^ Wilson* fan Belt Helen, op* cit., p* 2b,
^ Hayes, Anna H., "Procession of the States", The national Congress
Hi aMBBft.1 I t m M t i  S s M m  SaaXSliMa. P- 7®- Chicago.
Illinoiss national Congress of Parents and Teachers, 19b?.
? Juckett, Edwin A*, "Meaningful Bel&tionship Between the Home and the
School", I M  SsMal February I9bb, p. 92.
There is a «tory making the round® about the mother who is la 
& qu&ndry as to whether or not to have another child, The iacoaveaieaoe 
of childbirth is as nothing* she muses, bat she does not see how she 
can possibly live through P.X.A, again. "There is a kernel of truth 
in this little quip,* says Jerome Ellison In his article entitled 
"Five Million Parents Can11 Be Stopped*. He states* "The intelligent 
parent, exposed to the P.T.A. tends either to get bored and walk oat 
or get Interested and pitch in*
The people who belong to the organisation hare some interests and 
objectives in coibsbou. Too often, however, what they have in common is
. so limited or so vaguely defined that it does not 
foster* among all members, a fall mutual confidence. In­
stead, in many organisations, there are cliques, shy half- 
Intimacies, veiled antagonisms and competitions, friendships 
by proximity that never ripen into friendships by mutual 
understanding, social wariness, and even social fears.
What can the parent expect from the school and what can the teacher
expect fro® the hornet These are questions that have long been argued
pro and eon. It is a question that probably will never be fully
solved to the satisfaction of all concerned. One thing is certain,
however. Barents and teachers most work in close partnership if
children are to be given the help they need in growing to effective
maturity. Nothing can be accomplished if the home pulls erne way and
the school another.
Often teachers are prone to look upon school patrons as Samuel
Johnson describes a personal patron, "Is not a patron* my lord, one
who looks with unconcern on a man struggling for life in the water,
® Ellison, Jerome, "five Million Parents Can1t be Stopped", Saturday 
#y*alM gftll* February 29. 19^ 9. p. 32.
^ Overstreet, Joaaro i,, "The High Art of Belonging IV A Xgol Fit of
Psychological Insight1*, The national Parent-Teacher, December, 1948, p. 10,
10mad when he ha* reached ground* encumbers him with help?* Only 
teachers tr® not always encumbered with help even after they hair®
r#ft©fc#d ground* Often school patrons hair* beam unconcerned because
they have felt that they ar® unwanted at school* Many teachers hare
11axr.ibi ted * closed as or policy toward them*
The story is told of a little hoy who reached the school on® 
moraing before it wee opened* tfhen the teacher arrived he was hover­
ing: near the door* ‘It1* looked** he offered disconsolately as she 
tried the knob* She began to fumble with her key* end he immediately 
brightened* "Ton*re a teacher!* he announced with both surprise and 
pleasure* wWbat makes you think thatf• she asked, amused and not a 
little pleased that her station in life should ha regarded with such 
delight* He hesitated not & soment, but said softly and with respect* 
tXou have the key * *
"fee, the teacher holds the key to many things that 
will help the parents to a better understanding of their 
children* This key can unlock many doere that have hitherto
been closed* fhm parents also have a key that can ©pen the 
door of opportunity for the teachers —  opportunity to be­
som® participating member® not only in our parents teacher 
organisation but in our sowmlty affairs as well* We can 
use these feays to open, the way to a better understanding of 
cm© another so that we m y  in  truth create that close relation 
between the horn© and the school that will permit us to cooper- 
ate intelligently in the training of the child.
£ his close union between the horn© and school can. mot b® maintained 
if parents side-**top their responsibility as one parent took the liberty 
of doing as depicted in a recent comic strip. 0My teacher was very
^  Johnson* Samuel, *A Letter to the lari of Chesterfield*1,
February ?, 1?55*
^  Eobb»9 T&llne, Paging M l  Papas*1, The lation*» Schools.
Vol* 38, July, 19*6.
Could* Cla&ys, Address given at the State Convention of the 
lebraska Congress of Barents and Teacher* in Grand 1 eland»
Gebrasha* April 28* 19**9*
angry tod«gr, ® says the little continued-story heroine* arriving home 
from school. **#hat, & erles the enraged mother* “hare you been up to 
now?8 w0h» not me,1* eaye the tot, pertly. *She eeye you*Ye teen 
playing hookey from the parent-teacher association meetings*
Any die uni on is hamperlag; what we need Iff a continuou* under- 
standing program of sincere cooperation. Essential to success in any 
.group effort is a skilled mastery of the sharp and delicate Instrument
of Insight. “With It* members are held together in the warmth of a
*.14common purpose; without It* they are forever divided in disunion. * 
General Dwight Elsenhower, President of Columbia University* 
wonders if we are forgetting that the home and the school must work 
together to train our youth for effective eltlsenship in a free country. 
Be says;
“Host of us work hard to provide in our homes every 
possible comfort for our children. Tet we complacently 
commit them to schools of which we know but little. If 
our children are to have* in schools, devoted instruction 
and guidance, then the teacher must feel and experience our 
interest —  must feel that we are proud to be partners in 
training our children. If fee tl vs work is being done by 
parent-teacher associations is hundreds of districts where 
able and enthusiastic teachers, working with conscientious 
parents, are educating their students to m  Intelligent 
eltlsenship. ton - alone and unaided, cannot equal such 
achievement* but you, gained with your neighbors and the 
teachers in your school can far surpass all present standards, 
feamwork is the key.**5
13
“Once we Were Mews”; A founders Bay Feature, the iatloaal fareat- 
fcacher* fabruaxy, 1948, p. 16.
l b
Overstreet, Boner© W.« Introduction to artiole jgft. cit., p. 11. 
^  Elsenhower* Dwight, “An Open Better to Parents %  leaders Direst. 
February* 1949* p. 14,
S M  iz s & lm  £&£2£M&. sdL M &  MJiMz
kith the necessity for hoee-SQhoel cooperation established, the
problem of this study is to make & survey of the inter-re let ioaships 
within the organisation —  fhe lebraska Congress of Parent* and 
teachers; to clarify the activities of the parent and teacher and 
their responsibilities to each other and to the organisation* and 
the responsibility ef the organisation to the horn® and schools to 
determine if parents, teachers, and adalnlstraters ©f city* town, 
and rural area© differ among themselves in these matters and, if so* 
to discover some of the underlying causes for such differences.
Xmaortifen.ee $£ S.tu&g.
there has been evidence of lack of vision on the part of seme 
r.f •&. leaders, during the past decade, in making the objectives and 
advantages of the organisation dominant and keeping them before the 
members all the time, foe often the programs have not been planned 
around the major aims, i.e., child welfare. Sufficient specific 
ideas about building a functional program to fit the local communi­
ties1 needs and to interest the met majority of parent* have been 
la c k in g .
fkere has been an apparent failure in many local units of employ­
ing group techniques that are knows to get the best results. Adminis­
trators, teacher©, and parents have somehow failed to come together 
t© consider adequate ways and means of combating parental indifference 
to school needs, especially the unprivileged class —  those on the 
other side of the trucks —  who perhaps might be benefited the most* 
they have not worked together closely in the evaluation of all edu­
cational plans, Xhere is an invisible gap between parents end teachers. 
Xh* wealth of productive energy available among the vast number of F.f*A.
member® has not been 3mmessed end put to work. There le an apparent 
lack of eoheslveness la the whole program.
These outward maul fee tat lone of weaknesses and inadequacies in 
the functioning o f the organisation were the major factors that in­
fluenced the writer to sake this study.
If the <cVX'.A» organisation Is important and necessary* then any 
study analysing it should prove beneficial la that it will bring out 
criticisms and shortcomings as well as pointing out the good and 
strong points.
Of necessity, a graduate thesis must confine itself to a limited 
examination of specific data or issues. Beither time nor means are 
available to make a mere complete study. It is necessary to delimit 
the study to include only a selected number of problems that are 
existent in the organisation. The survey questionnaire was limited 
to include thirty-four questions which seemed most vital to the study* 
the sample was a selected population which included members.
It Included replies from four hundred and fifty parents, teachers and 
administrators in the lebraska elementary public schools which cor­
responded be the grades, kindergarten through. the eighth. Classified 
replies were from two hundred and thirteen parents, one hundred and 
seventy elementary teachers, and sixty-seven administrators. This 
sample comprised responses from eleven Omaha, six out-state city, 
seven rural areas, one state teachers* college, and twelve P.T.A, 
districts, all of which were surveyed during the month of October 1948.
The plan of selection, as well as the numerical limitations men- 
tinned above will be explained In another portion of the study.
Before any study is completed, is has been suggested that* the
work of ether research© r» in the field should be examined sad as
£ty
attempt should ha made to understand what they have accomplished, '
A brief 'Stmt@ifia.iat follows*
ilaatiaaa. M £ s m s }&
h. vigorous effort was made to discover ether researches in the 
field* The findings deal* for the most part® with articles pertaining 
to the needs of the organisation whose purpose is to improve conditions 
under which children and youth live# or to the values of total accom­
plishment of tb@ association, Many of those dealing with the needs 
and problems of the organisation were somewhat indoctrinated* Be
research was found that could be truly classified as an objective 
study* A brief summary of some of these findings was roughly -class­
ified into four groups which are given hares
Cooperation of Home and School 
•’• iSduc&tion a itoo-Way Street 
3, it fakes Both Home and School
Meaningful Eelationehips Between
Home and School
Oood Eome-School Belatlone
• When Parents end Teacher®
Work Together
rni,amniaBwwm>wmi.<i rsagicai ■*•*.
* See Periodical Bibliography in Append!x* The number refers
to a single reference*
2a
Whitney, .Fredrick I*,, llSM&i® pf Hebeerch. , ?2, Hew Torfc,
Prentice Hall, Inc*• 19*42*
I. Goopemtiem o f  Mom® and School (Cent*)
*
B„ Parents And Teacher# in Partnership 26
0. Parent# and Teacher# as Partner# 16
1. What Kind of Home-School Partnership 6
1* An Open hotter to Parent# 4
The keynote of each of the## articles is that education 1# a 
two-way street with the school at one end and the homo at the ©ther. 
Imphasis is placed upon these two institutions working together In 
harmonious partnership so that the greatest good to the greatest 
number nay he realised*
ii. j&Esait sa4 asa&fem IteiAiag Stsfe SSvsx
*
A* Knowing Tour Ohild*s Teacher I
1* Be Parents Lore Teacher#t **
C. Should the Teacher Visit Ear
Pupils* Hone#? 9
14 Visit Tour Ghild*# School 24
These four article# ley #tr#e# on the importance of parent® 
and teacher# knowing one another* each In hie own baokgreuft&f parents 
and teacher# he inf frivnds* net enemies* each belonging to the seme 
child; parent# taking for granted the teacher knows her own business 
until prosed otherwise* good parent# like good teacher# not he lag 
gullible* indifferent* shielding* too interested* or afraid of one 
another; and nor# father# visiting the school and meeting the teacher.
lil fathers In the Organization
A* Paging All Papa# 10
B* Pop i® a Parent, Too 18
G. The Importance of Bather# 15
• -See Periodical Bibliography in Appendix, the number refers to a
sinale reference.
10
the accusation is sMs tlml fathere d© act totem n o r mnifeab 
Interest in  item school and the P,T*A, The interest and help of the 
male parent le solicited because it is felt that father* belong, and 
that their help la needed in the school and c ©martini ty activities,
XT. garaoaa f£& I&illft S£ 1M& fcJLA, a
A, the School and the J»,T.A, Work, together 21
*• the JP.T.A. Kelp a Us ^
0. five Hillion Barents Can't Be dtopped 5
B* hoe the £«T«A» Helps the School 22
Some of the value# of the parent**teacher organisation are given 
In the above articles* It is believed that the offers the beet
ateaas of establishing satisfactory public relational can interpret the 
school program to the ©oaammity ? when given the proper professional 
leadership, can be a powerful influence In obtaining the support of 
the ooasmraity for any educational venture* the affords an
opportunity for administrators, teachers, and 2,T.A, officers to come 
together to consider ways and means of combating parental indifference 
te the school needs,
$o far as can be ascertained, no effort has been made to discover 
the reactions and thinking of individual parents, teachers* and ad­
ministrators concerning the organisation to which they belong* neither
can evidence be found of efforts made to determine the amount of
teaching experience of educators with and without 2«f.d« influence.
This survey differs In this respect/tra m  any study found,
.'A:
The proceedings and techniques used In the collection of data
i*
appear in the next chapter,
* Be® Periodical Bibliography in Appendix, The number refer* to a
single reference.
n.
Baflnltloa ai '$M W t fiM la&fila.
Before procaediKg. It Is best to clarify what is meant by the 
many terms and symbols which enter into this study*
#« T. jU - the abbreviation for the Parent-l’aachsr Association.*
P 311, A * official - an officer in the parent-teacher organisation. 
Qumhfc ~ The ter® used to designate the teacher sample of Omaha. 
Ont-state city - The teacher sample taken from out-state cities* 
Bprfrl gky^ &..^  . the teacher sample taken from rural areas of Nebraska* 
Parents the parent sample taken from members of the organiza­
tion* The Kebraska Congress of Parents and Teacher*.
District - the twelve geographical divisions into which The 
Hsbr&sk* Congress of Parent® and Teachers is divided* Some meet 
Jointly at district conventIons due to distance and small membership* 
Administrators - superintendents a M  principals of elementary 
schools.
£LtS.. i2B&> JUJA&S.. SSHi identifies tbs samples ft* to
location.
Teacher-parent - one who is both a narent and a teacher*
Arabic numbeys - at top of tables are used to identify schools 
and r .T.A, di stricts.
Arabic numbers - in left-hand margin refer to angers of questions, 
XfiS.* Times. Bever* etc. (under Arabic lumbers in left-hand margin) 
brief tana# used in the subdivision of questions*
Questions 1-1% - general questions* to be answered by all, in the 
first section of the questionnaire*
Free response (QLuestions 1-8 - the sight open answer questions.
For Teachqya O n ly  -  questions to be  answered by teachers.,
For iterant» Only - questions to be answered by parents. 
tq. - the abbreviation for *wuriber* and signified the number 
of -questionnaires sent out and the number returned.
e im s r n  i i
& m m m m  11 m m  Gommrtov of M m
fha questionnaire use& for the collection o f data upon which this
study is based was develops^ during summer of 19^8. ffcc use of th#
questionnaire seems well within the bounds of modern educational pr*e~
ties* It is authoritatively supported*
m o  usee to which the questionnaire is pat may be classi­
fied under three loads, (l) to ascertain the state of practice 
in some fields of activity, (2) to secure basic data to be used 
In ways more fundamental than to afford a mere description of 
practice* (3) to secure opinions, Judgments. or the expression 
of attitudes of respondents fro® which, if nothing more, tenta­
tive measures or evaluations may be d e r i v e d . ^ ©
“Eight! y used, the questionnaire is a proper and indeed inevitable 
means of see urine information*^ which is obtainable In m  other wey.^ 
Ihe Committee of Methods of lesearoh of the National Committee on 
Eesearch in Secondary Education offers the following suggestion in the 
eonstruetiom of a questionnairei
n{ l )  Fery careful formOatlea by the author and arrangement 
in the fora to he used.
*(2) fabsilssien to some expert for advise and correction.
*(3) fry-out on teachers or others not primarily concerned —
disinterested persons.
these stages developed hy this committee were followed in the 
building of the questionnaire used in this study.
3^
Koo», Leonard T., fte 0a«»UonB.lr. la MttO.ttoa. p. 1A?, Sew tort,
MacMillan Company, 1928,
Buckingham, 1, £., **The ^eationnsire1*, Journal of,-n. _ u m «*l*Na6aSeW#ii6ai^nii*i^W^^^^n
jto— Ml». June, 19^6, p. 29.
38.Synon&e, Feroival M., “Method® of Investigation of Study Mbits®. 
ffJ&gEt, ES& lE£l£lX* J^lj 31. 1926, p. 29.
3%e©st Leonard f.. as. eifc.. n.
I?QTel.Q.mmm$ &£ §, t e n t a t i v e
the problem, now, was centered m  the m m traction o f the question­
naire that would help t© secure the desired information. To do this 
work* sonny devices were employed. Suggestions fro® parents, teacher* » 
and administrators, as wall a* state and national JP.f »A, officials, on 
the topics of par on t-t cache r relationships, their responsibility aad 
obligations $o each other* was the ehlef source of material obtained* 
Opinions were freely gif«a« Some were meeds othere diacarded, A 
definite effort we* mde to bring the problem before a representative 
group* ideas were gleaned through reading and browsing through local 
Aid national literature on the subject. fhe valuable information 
secured was of great help la building the questionnaire.
Having established a teatstire list of questions, it became 
evident that they would quite logical Xy group themselves into fire 
divisional vis.» questions of general nature answered by dual choice 
check, y^©®** or **ao*# questions of general nature answered by multiple 
choice 'check, free-answer questions, questions of interest to teachers, 
and those of interest to parent®.
M m M & m M  M m  m m u m m & m
th% tentative tueationnair® was sub»ltted to experts for advice 
and correction, Dr. L. 0, fay lor, of the Department of Education of 
the University of Omaha? Sirs, &• I, Sould, President of the Nebraska 
Congress of Parents and 1 eschars; Mrs. J. b. Bingham, national chair- 
man of cooperation with colleges for the National 0engross of Parents 
and Teacher*, who also works with Dr. Mo Swain on the Northwestern 
University leadership courses; Miss Agnes Samueleon, State Director 
of Education in lows, and assistant editor of the latloneI Education
Journal and the Matlanal ParonWfeac&qy Maxes Ine. and past president 
of the National Mucaiiea Association* all offered vary fins sug­
gestions.
It was later triad out on a limited number of parents, teachers, 
and others not primarily concerned, to test for ambiguity of statements 
and to determine if it covered the subject field as fully as could be 
e x p e c te d .
Nome difficulties were encounterat which necessitated discarding 
sons questions and revising others* By a little organisation In 
Shifting* combining, and the reorganising of a few questions. It was 
possible to reduce the number of divisions from five to four and the 
number of questions from forty-one to thirty-four. Frevision for 
evaluation was needed. A plan was devised to obtain more information 
in respect to amount of education the teachers had before, entering 
the teaching profession, years of experience w t$h ff,.T.A. and without 
P.T.A. t residence; whether or not they wars parents, teachers, or 
both, and if P.T.A. officers*
three suggestions offered were Instrumental in economising 
space, reducing the sis# end improving the appearance of the ques­
tionnaires (1) to use both sides of the paper, (2) to place check 
mark space (v) for responses under the question, end (3) to include 
a brief letter of explanation and statement at the top of the fore.
(bee questionnaire in Appendix)
Technique Employed in ffeoasliyg lemnle
laving established what seemed to be a valid questionnaire, one 
that would fulfill the purpose of the study in that the experts agreed 
that It was properly prepared for the most part, attention was next
fm m led m  the method that would best lend itself for taking the 
actual surrey. la attempting to do this, a technique termed "selected 
population" wee employed. It was selected in eo far ae interest le 
concerned, Bespo&ses were requested from persons affiliated with the 
Nebraska Congress of Parents and teachers who were willing to cooper- 
ate by filling out a questionnaire, the author and her adviser con­
sidered this the most efficient technique for the type of study made,
i.fpa of the, .Snealit
Am a result of statistical research, it is believed that a poll 
will not he accurate, no natter how large a sample is takas (short of
a total census of the entire population), if the cross-section is not
hoa miniature of the whole population. It is to he expected that any
population sample* while giving a representative picture, will show a
h i
small degree of error. It would, indeed, he an almost super-human 
task to seals down all the elements and characteristics of the popu­
lation within the miniature sample,
low large would the sample have to he so that the remits would 
he representative and fairly accurate! dal Imp says* "Actually the 
site is far less important as a factor in achieving reliable results
in modem polling than the representatives of the persons chosen to he 
hZ
Interviewed, *
"Boss the sirs of the sample have to he a fixed percentage of the 
population!" is an additional inquiry that must he answered. Oallup
h 0
National Opinion Hesearch 0enter, *!Eha Public look* g& Muoation*. 
University of Bearer, Import Bo. 21, August, 19&4, pfges 2-3.
bl<*llup, Seorg*. 4 guide &  labile SMaiaa M U .  «. 16. Irinc.ton, 
frlneetea University Press, 1944,
4 2
Ibid,# p. 13
hj
l b id., p. 23
clears this in M s  statements
**!» some fields of commercial research it is mistakenly 
believed that the sample should be a fixed percentage, usually 
five per cent ef the total population. So long as the •universe* 
or population sampled is easy tiaes larger than the sample, 
there is no fixed relationship between the t w o .  4
Xt seemed necessary to Impose a limitation m  the xraaber in the 
sample, inasmuch as there were 44,453 members in the lebraska Con­
gress of Jnrettts and teachers, October, 1948, according to information 
received from the organisation,
there were 450, or approximately 5? par cent returns of the 792 
questionnaires distributed, this constituted nearly 1 per cent ©f 
the total sample population of 44,453. This sample else compares 
favorably with many research studies of 3 per cent or less, the 
degree of accuracy of a sample Is dependent upon two factors, vis,, 
its else and the degree of its being representative.^ Albert B, 
Blankenship, 1st discussing the relation of the else of the sample to 
the degree of its accuracy says, •. , increased else of the
sample reduces error of chance. Increased representativeness of the
4 6sample reduces the error of bias. * Sloe of sample here does not 
refer to the proportion which the sample bears in relation to its 
universe, but to the actual number of cases in the sample.
4 4
Ibid., p. 23
45
link, Henry 6,, "How Many Interviews are Accessary for a Certain 
A«*tu*ey»*, i s s x m l  S i  A S a U M  ftWftfllMg:. 1937. p. 2. 
L6
iiuktuU;, Ait.rt SaasBB*£ fiiA Satoisa SttMua*.. ?• U3. 
B«« lork and London, Harper and Brothers, 19^3.
1% has bees* sia ted that error of bias cam b# reduced only by 
increased representativeness of the sample* It wa* previously stated 
that the sample was a 9 else ted population, in so far as interest Is 
concerned* Ths subjects of the larestlotion are taken from groups 
of parents, teacher®, and administrators, old and young* experienced 
and inexperienced* affiliated with The Heb reeks Congress of Parents 
and teachers. Bepresemted in th# surrey are* 213 parents* 110 of 
whom are iVf *A» officials from 12 districts! 108 teachers and 6 
principals from schools located In 11 sections of Omaha? 17 super­
intendents* 9 principals* and 21 teachers fro® 11 rural areas of 
jfehraskei and -6 superimtemdemis* 37 principals, and 41 teachers 
fro* 7 out-stats cities, Geographically» most sections of ftebrsaka 
are represented. (See tables 1-4 and map in Append!*)
She questionnaires wer* distributed equally to parents and 
teachers thus a!loving 396# or JO per cent, of the sample* for each 
group* Those allotted the teachers* group were divided almost 
equally among the Omaha* out-state city, and rural areas, {See 
S a b le  5)
Haay out-stat# teachers* especially* are not permanent resident* 
of the ccmsmaity la which they teach* Often they board and room with 
people classed la the middle and upper economic brackets* few parents 
who are members of the F*T*A* come from the lower economic level* for 
these reason** It was deemed unadvlsable to attempt to select sample* 
representative of the four economic strata® recommended by Blankenship*
46Blankenship, Albert B*, 0,0. cit, * p. 103.
An endeavor mm made t* drew sa»pXea frost teachers whose m m
located la different economic levels* fhe economic level of the ee»~ 
samltiea in which the C M n  schools mm located mm tea own fre» studies 
raado hjr Dr- lari f. imHonger* hand of the Separbrasiii of Sociology of 
the University of Omaha.*1? (to# lab Is 1 for s*»es of schools)
w ith  this cress-see lien of opinion represented, it la Relieved 
that a wall-reea&ed picture la presented* fable* 1-h give the number 
of quest! ennnir*# a ant out and the iad#f returned* A oMgarlsea of 
these figure* la shewn in fable 5.
S B i l E M M  lBl&
In October Xfh8» the questionnaire was dis trihut ad for collection 
of data, the writer did not da terrains the sample* Belp for the die* 
tribution among the schools selected mm effected through the offices 
of city end county superintendents» end those for the parents were 
provided through the pa ran t* teach® r organisation* A hrief account 
is given1
fttftf ■—  Perm!salon was graciously granted by the Superintendent 
of the Omaha fnhlle Schools, Br. larry Burke* to distribute the ques­
tionnaires* fhsy were delivered to the principals of the school* who 
ashed each of the teachers to fill eat a fmesfiemsnire ant return It 
to the office* When all were in, they were returned to the eender* 
the writer had previously contacted each principal by telephone and 
secured a  promise of help and permission to die tribute questionnaires 
in each building* BseeXleat 00 ope ration fro* the Omaha principals 
was demonstrated by the unusually high percentage of returns —  ?9$.
h?
Sulliager, Xarl f *, A& ISfiSSBlS SM&5C ££ Omah£, pp. 1-5^ .
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EABJuS 5* CGMPA&I3GM IM HIIMBEE AMD ^ EBOBMAOI OF 3AMPL1S EEfDEMlD
WITH THE IB i^fimBNXHXD PaOPOmOHS
Geographical Group totalDie tributed
Percent
Distributed
total 
Be turns
Per Cent 
Is turns
Om&he 1U? 19 116 79
Qut~State City 109 Xh ?k 68
Bur&l Area. 1MO 18 h7
total teachers 396 50 m 60
Parents 396 50 213 5h
totals 792 100 h50 57
fisicr?
OsLt-iMte £ L &  —  Due t© wartime shortages, a© recent State 
Director!©# worm available. It wmm impossible to use old directories 
because of the large teacher personae! turnover during and immediately 
following the war years* Only one avenue to make contact with the 
©misstate teachers seemed available. A method semewhat similar to the 
one used in Omaha proved successful with a 68 per cent in the total 
number of questionnaires returned* the required number of question* 
naires and a self-addressed, stamped Manila envelope for use in their 
return were mailed to each superintendent of the seven schools chosen 
for the survey* A personal letter of explanation was written to each 
superintendent, (fee letter) Help in the distribution of the question­
naires In the particular school system was solicited. Outstanding 
cooperation was manifested. Only one failed te make returns.
laml Area —  3he eleven rural areas polled proved to be mere 
complicated end the number of returns less gratifying. Complications 
Involved in making contact with the teachers and the difficulty en­
countered In locating P.f »A. units in actual operation are perhaps 
valid reasons for the rather small per cent return. Four counties 
made no reply. A number of the county superintendents wrote notes or 
letters of regret that they were unable t© cooperate more fully be­
cause there were no active units in their county, fhe only difference 
In the method used here from that used in the out-state pity was that 
solicitation for assistance was made te the county Instead of the city 
superintendent and a sufficient supply of stamped envelopes was also 
furnished to this group.
291 South 18th Street 
Omaha* Mebrasha 
February 7, 19^9
Mr. Jehu Dee 
lincola, lebr&ska
Dear Mr. Dees
I am eeeperatlBg with the B.f.A. in snaking a study o f the 
parent-teacher relationship* this study will be o f service te 
teachers and F.f*A. organisations of lebraeka*
Mill you please assist in making this survey a success by 
filling out one of these questionnaires yourself end distributing 
the remainder te some of your elementary principals and teacher* 
as far as they go so that we can get as fair a poll as possible* 
Please return them within a week or ten days*
the reason 1 am asking for your help is because there are 
no late state directories, and I do not know who your teachers 
are.
fhaak you for your cooperation in making this important 
Study a success*
Sincerely yours.
Evelina Aitken
Parentq *• help for selection of the X# in this case was 
provi&ad by She Mebreska Congress of Parents and Teachers. At the 
simusl district conferences held over the state during the month of 
October, 1SM*6» Mrs. E. 1. Gould, rresident of Tbs Webrusk* Congress 
of Parents and Teachers 5 explained that this survey was being made 
in the interest of ttebrssks. P.T.A. end emphasised its importance in 
research. At each conference she gave an opportunity to those who 
were interested and. wished to make a contribution to such a study 
to do so by filling out one of the questionnaires. The stipulation 
was made that if on® was taken it should be properly filled out and 
returned to the sender in the self-sddressed, stamped envelop® pro­
vided by the organisation. While there was a great deal of misgiving 
on the part of Mrs. Gould and the author as to the advisability ©f the 
technique used in order to secure a response, the 5^ per cent return 
Justified the method used.
ctwirsB ifestM ^ esMaal fcallese —  o». »wt* t«.ch«r«* cou.g*
was included in the survey because it is a teacher-training institu­
tion. The seme technique a» that employed in the schools was used 
in securing samples. In this case, the questionnaires were sent to 
the head of the Department of Education* The reap one® wae 100 per 
cent*
Sebreska parents and teachers, with varying degree# of information 
and experience were eager to express their ideas regarding 
the relationships that exist, and that in their opinion should exist 
between the two groups* There were many interesting replies, and a 
large number o f data were collected* Great interest manifested in 
this subject is evidenced by the percentage of returns. Of the 792 
questionnaires distributed, were returned* In round numbers, 
this represents 57 per cent response* The writer attributes this 
high percentage of response to two factors; the technique used and 
the timely subject selected. Unfortunately, however, as is shown by 
comments on individual questions and by the rather high “undecided* 
responses, seme are poorly info rood and hesitate to voice their 
opinions.
For identification purposes, a system of letters and numbers 
was used on return envelopes* This method of identification greatly 
facilitated the tabulation and summary of the responses* Tabulation 
was kept on separate sheets. (See raw data in Appendix) The results 
of the questionnaire are reduced to percentages to facilitate group 
comparison* They are in tabular and graphic forms.
In Qutni ary, this section has described many of the procedures 
used in making this study. The statistical methods and techniques 
used in compiling the data are presented in the next chapter.
ChiEETER 111
M M iM k lm k  Ikl&efe m £  M&M
a m  previously stated* the questions in th© questionnaire were 
divided iat® four parts* but only two were identified by topics of 
he®dings| therefore> this feature was added later as s i*art# X* IS® 
III, and IV to facilitate diseusalon.
E l l  r a w  d a t a  w e r e  t a b u l a t e d  i n d i v i d u a l l y *  T o t a l s  w e r e  c a l c u l a t e d  
a n t a b u l a t e d  la p e r c e n t a g e * .  O h i - s q u a r e  w a s  u s e d  t o  d e t e r m i n e  s i g ­
n i f i c a n c e  o f  e a c h  q u e s t  io n . *
" C h l - s q u a r s  t e c h n i q u e  i s  a  statistical m e t h o d  for t h e  
t e s t i n g  of h y p o t h e s e s  c o n c e r n i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  f r e q u e n ­
c i e s .  B in e ®  c a t e g o r i c a l  d a t a  c o n s i s t  b a s i c a l l y  o f  t h e  d a t a  
o f  f r e q u e n c i e s *  e h i« *  s q u a r e  i s  e s p e c i a l l y  u s e f u l  i n  t e s t i n g  
h y p o t h e s e s  a b o u t  s u c h  d a t a . ,4
hQjs'-ov t h i s  r e a s o n  t h e  c h i - s q u a r e  w a s  e m p lo y e d *  T h r e e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  
l a p o a s d  o n  c h i - s q u s ? *  a r e J  C l )  h y p o t h e s e s  s m x s t c o n c e r n  s t a t i s t i c a l  
f r e q u e n c i e s  o f  c a t e g o r i e s  or c l a s s e s ,  (Z) t h e  s l s e  o f  t h e  s a m p le  
from w h i c h  t h e  f r e q u e n c i e s  p e r  c l a s s  a r e  d e r i v e d  s h o u l d  b e  f a i r l y  
l a r g e  (not l e s s  t h & a  t a n )  * ( 3 )  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  of e a c h  c l a s s  s h o u l d
£Vfi
b e  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  e a c h  o t h e r .  T h e  d a t a  m e e t  t h e s e  e p e c l2 i c e t l c m *  
in .  e v e r y  p a r t i c u l a r  w i t h  th ®  e x c e p t i o n  o f  r e s t r i c t i o n  ( 3 )  w h e r e  a. 
f e w  r e s p o n d e n t ®  c h e c k e d  m e r e  t h a n  o n ®  c a t e g o r y .  T h i s  I s  e s p e c i a l l y  
e v i d e n t  l a  < & i * * t i o a e  * 3  o f  * * a r t  1  o f  t h e  q u a s t i o z m a i r ® .  T h i s
o v e r l a p p i n g  o f  r e s p o n s e s  m a y  b e  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  q u e s t i o n  n o t  
h a v i n g  b e e n  c l e a r l y  u n d e r s t o o d .
■ ■ '> e a t m n ,  J o h n  Cr. * i n s c r i p t i v e  a n d . 5 a » r o l l n g  S t a t i s t i c s , p .
:*%w Y o r k ,  H & r o o m &  B r o t h e r s  r u b  U s h e r s ,  1 9 ^ 7
50 L o o ,  C 3 t „
29*
fh© chi~square technique consists in & comparison of th© 
factor® of tbs hypothesis with the sample raeult.
**!f th© sample result could be expected to occur in 
rands* ©ample© of the hypothteal universe on th© basis 
of chao.ce alone. it is * chatic© implication of th© hypo­
thesis ©ad cannot b® rejected- ©a th© other hand* if 
th© sample result cannot be interpreted as a chance itt~ ^  
plication of th© hypothesis* th® letter can be rejected*. ^
Wbat this technique really doe® is to compare the differences
of the sample frequencies per e&tegsry fro® th# hypothetical fr©~
quencie® for each cattery involved. nTm gre&ter th® difference
between sample and hypothetical frequencies*. th® greater the value
•,52
of chi-square end the less likelihood of their chance occurrence* *• 
Ohi-square is s. measure that show® the extent of the difference® 
between the expected and observed results® When th© ealeolation* 
have been computed between the hypothetical and sample frequencies 
par category* estimate can then be made as to whether or not a 
chance factor is involved* In the light of this probability miue» 
the hypothesis can then be rejected or accepted* depending on whether 
or not it is m likely ©r unlikely result fer th® h y p o t h e s i s ,
2?he steps for ce»putjng chi-square are?
1* W»* difference between th© hypothetical and the sample
frequencies is determined for £ach category er class,
2® S&ch of th® differences per category or class is squared.
3. ^h© iMl2 the resulting squares to the hypothetical
frequency per category is obtained.
_ _
* Meatman, John G*, clt. * p«l»25 
->AXqc0 Cita, ©p, olt- * p.. 426
ijOC„ vat • s il2> .SLOL»# p* ^25
*4« The so® of the ratios gives th© value of ehl~squar* for 
the hypothesis tested* %  formula
fh
wfeore X2 ® cM~squar*
f# * aunber of sample frequencies p e r oategory or class 
fk * hypothetical or observed frequencies for corres­
ponding categories or classes 
^  • syabollsee the process of suansing all the ratios 
for the categories or classes under consideration
Substituting the formal*
fables 6 stud ? give samples of calculation of ehi~square for two
and three categories, respectively.4^*"
m ux 6. Qomvt&nm mmz& of esx-aqo&ix vxm ms two G&Tmomm 
fo e  q o i^ f io s  13 i i  ix  o r  w m  s m & T t m m t M
Category
of
Bespeaees
Sample
Result*
<*.>
Frequency
of
HypotheeIs 
(fh)
Differences 
f* - fh
Differences
Squared 
(fs - fh)2
Ghi-Square
Rctlo 
(fa - fh)8
fh
Yes 75 S3 22 484 9.13
10 31 S3 22 484 J U U -
%2 as 18.26
M i l  7. COMrira.IIOH 3AMrh* OF CHI-S<yiAK$ WITH IKHKS: CMSSOSIIS
FOE qttBSTIGX 3 11 Edit 1 Of 33S1 QffMnOVBAgn
Category imapU ifraquaney Differences Biffereno©* Chl«3aam
of of
Bespouses Hasuits Hypotheal* fs - % Squared HhtlO
I**) Cfh) (f. -fh)2 (fa — f p  ^
fh
Tee 76 38 38 1.444 38.00
Little 29 38 9 81 2.13
»o 9 38 29 841 22.13
!s « 114 114
» 62.26
^reatman, John G.. ££• cit. * pp* 425• 426, 431
31
It should be noted that questions with throe categories in 
which one shows a sero or a negative response to a particular
category ©hi-square are computed on both the tri-section with two 
degrees of freedom and ©n the M-section with one degree of free­
dom*
fable 8 shows the significance o f m ch question in Part I of 
the questionnaire for the four groups of samples surveyed* !•©««
Qmrhs* Out-State, Rural Area, and Parents* In most instances a
2high degree of significance ie shown on each question when X ie
computed on the two or four categories a® given on the questionnaire
with their respective degrees of freedoms one, two, or three.
Hffhis Beans that the number of degrees of freedom is 
equal to the total number of categories or classes minus 
the number of constraints imposed upon th© date- in estab­
lishing the hypothetical frequencies. **35
In other words, if there are two categories there will be only one
degre© of freedom* In th© case of three categories, there will be
two degrees of freedom, ate. If th® probability has surpassed the
1 per cent level with 6.6 value of chi-square with one degree of 
freedom, th© 9.2 value for two degrees of freedom and 11.3 value 
for three degree® of freedom* it can be assumed that the attitude 
of %h% respondents toward th® questions was not based os chance 
alone, barest responses show an extremely high value of signi­
ficance. (iSee fable 1C )
light of those with three categories but with a *er© or low 
frequency were computed os & two category baaie and show a differ­
ence but not lerge enmifh to be cclled a significant difference. 
Eighteen of those thus computed have & mine large enough to be 
5"*' Meatman, John G., qj cit.. p. 128
significant in that they have a value as great o r greats? than 
3.8 t o r the one degree of freedom or 5*9 for the two degrees of 
freedom, the probability is that in 95 of 10C9 no change 
feetor Is involved.
mmim a. n m t w i G j m s  m d  oommszsoii of qurnxoani
to m m  i  of m&
nueitione
m
Omaha Out-Itatm & Bnral Jtaraata *2
♦ ** 51* 6? a?a
1. awe 2#&, i*6 29 129
109 5? 222
** 12 51 32 78
46 40 258
62 8.3 16 101
101
**« 1? 18 10 1.9
5. 13© 58 61 25%
a. 100 53. 35 113
?. WO 34 19 47
3? 16 172
6. (a) 63 2.5 a 54
85 21
(*> 22 35 1*5 76
47 25 31 152
(«) 1.6 1.2 7.8 41
97 120 n
9* 28 55 3a 234
283
10* 16 22 24 58
24 114
11. *0 3? 4.9 18
20
xa. IS 24 3*8 70
13. IS 20 18 72
i*. 24 26 13 as
4* lumbers here refer to questions of the same number 1st Pert X of 
the questionnaire.
X* Chi-Square
fop numbers refer to Chi-square worked on fchrea category or 
response® in answer.
Bottom numbers represent ehl-square worked on two categories 
where on# answer is two or ssero response.
$h* mil® of difference far question* in .Part II of the questionnaire 
in tern* of eM-sqmre is g tTen in Tcbls 9* the difference© in a 
number of instanoss ere not as great as those in Part S» but a sig­
nificant difference 1# shown la tbs majority of questions, Questions 
3t 4# 5, 7 are significant to th# point that 99 times out of 100
no chan®# fa®tar is involved* Only %hm Sural Area has a significant 
difference for question 1 with a value of 5®? with on# degree of 
freed©©* S*ht® i^ssos th# 2 per cent probability level* Question. 2 
has a significant difference for Ctoaha and fotal foschors. There is 
not one chsnos in 100 that a chance factor is Involved*
attention is called to Question 6 1m that each group shows a 
significant difference* while the Total Teacher group shows a negatory 
difference, this is surprising and can jwsrbsps be explained on the 
basis that the majority of ©nab* Teachers do not feel that they help 
to build th# P.f«A. progran* while the majority of the 0ut~Stafc© and 
Buarul feaohers feel that they &© help to build the program „ These 
opinions counter-belcmc© each other so that the fetal Teaches?#* res-- 
ponses are not significant.
The responses fro© Parent# on the three questions in Part III of 
the questionnaire, For Parent# Only* haw© a value ©f extremely high 
significance, fix# value of the responses fro© Parents who are also 
Isa®hers is not so high* However* sample answers for th# three 
questions for both groups* i.e.» Parents and Parents who are also 
Teachers are ouch that chi-square is greater than l-rv83 with one 
degree of freed©*, (S@« Table ^  The probability level has reached 
such a proportion that the yrobfcbilitie# are 100D to X that a. chance 
factor is not involved.
TABLE 9. S i m i n O h h C Z  AMD CCHfAj&XSCH Of QOESTIOIB TO **&£ II 
I£1 OILY OF Tfifi Q0S3TXOHMISE
iusstioa
5®
6.
7.
X*
Cxaim
Question 1. 1,2
2* 18 
% 122
0ttt~State
Xz
• 00 
1.0 
#14.
18
41
14
23
O’P — Sonar*
12
18
5
33
Burel Arm®. Total Teachers 
&2
5®?
2*5
49*
11
22
9
25
• 08
•'V';
8?,
39
31
,01
77
* See page for explanation of symbolism® and method for finding Zz ,
>1* numbers her® refer to questions of the ®am® number in Part IX of 
'th® questionnaire,
%2 m Chi-Square
# * 0hi-Square marked with four responses in answer*.
## « Chi-Square marked with three response® in answer®.
36.
f&BLI 10. simmojiMQ® Am mmAmmn of spiffgew  to pais? h i  
worn zAmwm ohm of m  qm m tom m m
Parental2 Parents She Are fee©hers X2
n . 166 26
2. 168 3®
3. 131 2?
1. !to you feel that teaehers take loo anch of a lead and responsi­
bility la the P.f.A.T
2* Bo you appreelate visiting or talking with teaehers on subjects 
other than those related to school natters?
3* How do you react to teachers* explanations of school Beihodt as 
a part of tho monthly F«T«A, prograa?
* Humber* hero refer to questions of the sens number la Part III of 
the questionnaire* and given here beneath the table*
X2 • Chi-Square
Percentages
comparison of two or more sets of categorical data is 
facilitated by the reduction of enumerated values to appropriate 
orooortions, fhe proportion most commonly used is the percentage, 
fhe percentage if a proportion multiplied "by 100.^ for the com- 
pari son of categorical data, percentages are employed more generally 
than any other type of proportions. ®To find what proportion of a
sum or total a given number is* divide the number by the sum or
I
total. To find what proportion b9 is of 115* divide **9 by 115. 
the answer is .b2d. Sext multiply by 100 and the answer will be
42.6 per cent,
Zt was stated above that percentages were calculated on totals 
of all data collected. To facilitate the handling of the large amount 
of data eolleoted in this survey* questions dealing with similar sub­
ject matter are grouped together, fables and graphs are provided to 
show comparison of responses to the poll* i.e.* Parents, and Omaha, 
Out-State, and Bural Area fcachers and Administrators.
In the graphic presentation following* each unit symbol of the 
family and teacher in the colors of the parent-teacher organisation 
represents the percentage of responses to the various oategorles of 
opinions expressed, (fhe red represents the third and fourth categories.)
56
Peat man* John 0., pp. cit., p.
57
Idwards* Allen I*.* itatistlcal Analysis, p. 17, Sew York,
Binehart & Go.* Inc.» 19**?.
m u m m  iv
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It was previously stated that this survey ©f the later-relation­
ships within the lebraska Congress of Parents and fe&ehers differ 
from ether fIndiana made in this fields Moat of the articles avail­
able pertain to the need for an organisation whose purpose is to 
lap rove all oondltione under which children and youth live* or te 
the value and total accomplishments of the assoc la t ion. So far as 
can he ascertained* no effort has been nade heretofore to discover 
the reactions and thinking of Individual parents* teachers* and 
administrators concerning the organisation to which they belong* 
fhat is what this study seeks to do*
In order to do this* an attempt was aade to secure opinions 
and information on specific liens In connection with the organisation 
from parents* teachers* administrators from Omaha* Ont-State City* and 
Sural areas, to better evaluate the study* effort was made to deter­
mine the amount of teaching experience of Nebraska1® educators both 
with and without jp*T*A» Influences and to find out the amount of 
schooling teachers had at the time they were hired by school boards*
Aoountof Jar*,!...MugftlaaKfe,n Jtefrlajt frofwglon
Beta received were tabulated and calculated into percentages and 
are given here in tabular fora, (dee fable 11} With 92 per cent of 
Omaha teachers having the equivalent of two years of college training 
or mere before obtaining an Omaha teaching position* there is an in­
dication that Omaha teachers are quite well qualified to teach when
they join iht> Osns.hr teaching staff* In all probability, this is & 
direct result of the qualification standards' mainweined by the Omaha 
Board of Education in the hirlrg of its teachers.
Sixty*three per cent of the Out~Stute City and 68 per cent of 
the Bural teachers had two years of college credit* or more, while 
37 per cent of the former and 32 per cent of the latter held only a. 
high school certificate when thay started their teaching career* 
htafce qualification* standard* for the beginning teacher are somewhat 
lower* than these held >-y the City of Qm'm.*
Th& author Is cf the opinion that there was a mlunnderstanding
on the part of some rural teechors on the category “More than U fears 
of Ool1 legs*, It is believed that .acme mistakenly Interpreted it t© 
mean, “How many years of sehorling hare you now hadt“ It appears 
inconsistent for 20 per cent of the rural teachers while only 6 p e r  
cent, of iihe out-^tate wifcy and 9 per cent of the Omaha teachers had 
done so,
Hebr&ska tea^heru* according to information found in this study, 
hai the following educational training at the time they were hired*
20 per cent hsld hi^h school certificates, -8 per cent, two years of
college, 22 per cent, four years of college, and 10 per cent had
done some graduate work,
Ifet* here were also tabulated. d calculated into percentages. 
Findings of the surrey rev ml that 69 per cent of Omaha, 6h per cent 
of Qut~Stat£ City, 52 per cant of Rural, and 6^,5 per eent of Nebraska 
©ducatore* teaching experience was in f.chools where P.T.A. units vers.
organised* These facts indicate that The Mebraatea Congress of 
Barents and Teachers has bees operating In many sections of the 
state, but it should he noted that 35«5 par cent of the experience 
has been in school in which there were no £»T»A» organisations.
(Sea Table 12 and Craph I)
tm m  iu  QQmmt&M m  m rnm m m m  m  mmmi» m um m m  m m m m  if
BBiiOATOES BSFOH M & M X M  T2&8HIM  FWTMBUtOM
fatal
Omaha $ Out-State $> Mxml Area $ teaeheye
m g h lefceel 8 3? 32 20
two Tear* Col lege 55 h0 36 h8
four fears College 28 If 12 22
feat graduate fe*k t 6 20 10
fetal far Cent 100 100 180 180
tabis 12. eoKPAsiMs is PMwmftAaw or BSHBS& or m s s  or 
m o u s o  sxrxstsscs wits r.r.A. ass wiaaow r.r^ t. iui'iinarcs
Paata Oot-Stato Baral A r m  Total %
$ Sits 7.1 4 . 69 m 52 62.5
f> Without r.T.A. 31 J k 26 35. S
Total i> 100 100 100 100
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Organisation and lnt«rore*fetioa of CusaUea*
Comparisons in percentages are made by the us* of symbols 
representing parent* $md teachers* to bring out the findings more 
vividly* The questions that see& to be the most pertinent are 
depleted graphically* Percentage* of responses for the various 
categories are indicated by a different color, Inch complete 
usULt reps***ents 20$ * except in those cases where otherwise indicated*,
I
Indicate* teacher1 and
administrators* affirmative 
opinions or first category.
)fll| .3%
Indicates parents* affirmative 
opinions or first category*
Indicates teachers* and
adffiiaistmtors* neutral or 
passive opinion* or second 
category.
Indicates parents' neutral o r 
passive opinions or second
category.
o
m
0 <y Indicates teacher*1 and
ftdmlnlfttmtorsf negative 
opinions or third and fourth 
category.
Indicates parents' negative 
opinions or third and fourth 
category.
*
to facilitate handling* question® in Fart I of the questionnaire 
have been divided into three groups* the subject nett ter of which ie 
e© related a© to warrant the grcmpiag, I.e.» questions do met appear 
im order me ©a the tmestteimalF©* hene-Sehoel Beletion© lints the 
heeding© of groups*
*>Am i
w m ~ m M w m  m u w t m m t m
%&eetioa 1. B h m M .  teacher© explore and become familiar with home 
and community ©a © friendly end social me well me e 
professional basis f
table 13 end the symbolic Ctoaph II reveal© that parent©* teacher©# 
and administratore agree that tocher© should endeavor to become famil« 
iar with the h m  end eemmemity on a friendly and. social a© well a© a 
professional ba*is. fhi© affirmative consensu© i© reef firmed later ia 
the study a© indicated im opinion© expressed by parent©* teacher©* and 
administrator© la Fart If* the free answer ©action of the tuastiomxialre* 
Writer© ©a thi© subject believe that a part of the teacher1 a respons­
ibility i© to know a© ssuch a© possible about the hose and community 
background of her children so that womb aaay be done more efficiently 
and intelligently. 58» 59 Information from answer© bring© out that 
this ha© not been done.
Question f. Pe yen think it important that teachers learn to work 
with the hone©?
A large majority —  SI per cent of the teachers* 92 per eent of 
the administrator©* and 83 per eent of the parent© agree that It is
Waahburn* fiuth W. * "Parent© and teacher© in Partnership**
October* 19hS* pp. 36* 125*
59
Juekett, Sdwim* olt. * pp. 92-97
important that teachers 1 m m  t© work with the hones, (See Qr&ph III) 
Here sg&im the xnuteroms remarks made os the Ire© Answer p o r t io n  reveal
that t h m m  is a meed felt ©a the part of all group-n eoasemid that 
teachers should know more shout the homes aad how to work cooperatively 
and intelligently with parents. It is inferred that tea ©her® have been 
lax im this raapaet.
*feaehara meed to know what parent© are thinking and 
feeling about their child1 a -school life, Just as much a# 
parents meed to know wh&t teachers are thinking about their 
some and daughters, loth aood to know the child5© thoughts 
about school, * w
A xnn&er of writer# on tha subject hold th« theory that cm# of 
the most effective method# for a teacher to use im working with the 
horn# and becoming familiar with it os a friendly and social basis is 
through the horn® visit#^*
“S©thing help© a teacher more then to g® te a child1© 
home ©o that she m y  know the kind of house im which he 
lire® and the family from which he comas,
fhese views are based ©a an experimental study mad® in Hamit ©wee, 
Wisconsin, where ©Tory teacher was required to visit the home of every 
child in her m m  one# each sens*ter ®® her m m  time. ffM  the end of 
two years the teachers voted &lnety-»ssveR per seat to continue heme 
visitation because it more than repaid time spent, Caution is 
given that diplomacy and skill must be used if this device is to bs 
effective.**
Washburn, Bath W., op, elt,, p. 36
61Jackett, Edwin® 00. eft,, pp« 92-97 
^^asfcbara, lath W., on, sit,, p. 125
faylor9 Kathryn Whiteside, &g. cit,. pp, 80-85
Juckett, Mwia, cit,. pp. 92-9?
tyieetie* 2, Should parent# be eneeursged to visit the class-room?
90 per ©eat of the administrator#, SI per eent of the parents, 
and 63 per eeat of the %eeehcrc felt that parents should definitely 
be encouraged to visit the elassToom, A slim majority ($1 per cent) 
of the Omaha teachers favored the idea* Some teachers perhaps felt 
that where enrol Inmate mere large and school programs heavy, too 
many visits would be disrupting to the school programs therefore, 
they preferred only occasional visits,
the impression was given from the Free Answer responses that 
parents do mot visit ..the school as they should and that there is a 
grave lack ©a,their part of understanding school aims and of a will­
ingness' to spend some time working with the school, fhsy do mot 
realise that school has a real interest In *fhe most important child 
in the school system* * Parents meed to know what teachers are 
thinking about their eons and daughters * *
Blanche Adams expresses the view# of her sister teacher. She 
laments that over the.many years she had taught e thousands of pupils 
had passed through her classes, yet she had met only a mere trickle 
of parents, At times she wondered if most of her pupils were orphans, 
*Mnay times*1, she said, she *h*d net met a single parent daring the 
entire school year,41 She felt that it m m  unfortunate that parents 
do not visit the school,^? this survey reveals that perm to do not 
visit because they are too busy, or do mot care, or are mot smeeurscsd 
to do so*
idwlm, ££• £1Sl*» P°
^iashbura, Autk, pp. cjt,, p, 3?
6?A&sibs, Bleach# I,* fhreat.s, Vol. 19, pp. 113-llh
'Urn f a c t  t h a t  p ^ - r ^ n t s  h a v e  n o t  b e e a  v i s i t i n g  t h e  s c h o o l  i s
V"
i n t i m a t e d  i n  .part «© e x p l a i n  why all group# u n a n i m o u s l y  a g r e e d  that 
p a r e n t s  s h o u l d  b o  e n c o u r a g e d  t o  v i s i t  t h e  c l a s s - r o o m  a t  l e a s t  o c ­
c a s i o n a l l y  •  I t  m i g h t  b e  c o n c l u d e d  t h a t  p a r e n t s  Imre n o t  b e e n  e n c o u r a g e d  
i n  t h e  p a s t  t o  d o  s o ,
Q u e s t i o n  ? ,  T h e  t e a c h e r  s m u t  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  h o m e  b a c k g r o u n d  o f
e a c h  o f  h e r  c h a r g e s  a n d  a l s o  u n d e r s t a n d  w h a t  s e r v i c e s  
s h e  c a n  r e a d e r  t o  t h e  c o a e i u n i t y o  By w h a t  s c a n s  c a n  
t h i s  c o n v e n i e n t l y  b e  d o s e ?
I t  w a s  t a k e n  f o r  g r a n t e d  i n  f r a m i n g  t h i s  q u e s t i o n  t h a t  t e a c h e r s  
n e e d e d  t o  k n o w  s o m e t h i n g  o f  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  of t h e  c h i l d r e n  p l a c e d  i n  
h e r  c a r e ,  a n d  t h a t  s h e  a l s o  h a d  s e r v i c e s  t o  r e n d e r  i n  t h e  c o a a m n l t y  
i n  w h i c h  s h e  l a b o r e d ,  t h e  w r i t e r  a n d  h e r  s p o n s o r *  w i s h e d  t o  d e t e r ­
m in e  how this could best be e f f e c t e d .  It m #  t h e  generally a c c e p t e d  
o p i n i o n  t h a t  n o t  o a f  b u t  a  c o a b i n a t i o n  o f  m e a n s  w a s  a c c e s s a r y  t o  
a c c o m p l i s h  t h e  t a s k  a d e q u a t e l y .  t e a c h e r  c o n f e r e n c e s  w i t h  p a r e n t s  
h e l d  a  s l i g h t  l e a d  —  t e a c h e r s  51 p e r  c e n t ,  a d m i n i s t r a t o r s  h o  p e r  
c e n t ,  a n d  p a r e n t s  32 p e r  c e n t  —  o v e r  h o m e  v i s i t a t i o n  a n d  £ . ? • £ •  
m e e t i n g s ,  a l t h o u g h  $Q per cent o f  t h e  r u r a l  t e a c h e r s  f e l t  t h a t  
h o m e  v i s i t a t i o n  s u p p l e m e n t e d  b y  o t h e r  m e a n s  w a s  b e s t  i n  t h e i r  c a s e ,
I 'e w  c o n s i d e r e d  t h a t  w h e n  t r o u b l e  a r o s e ,  m u c h  p r o g r e s s  c o u l d  b e  m a d e ,  
f h e  f r e e  d i s c u s s i o n s  l i k e w i s e  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  m o r e  t h a n  o n e  m e t h o d  w a s  
e s s e n t i a l .
Q u e s t i o n  10, Are occasion®! demonstrations of actual c l a s s ' - r o o m  
work f o r  p a r e n t s  p r a c t i c a l  a n d  a d v i s a b l e ?
B a r e n t s  and a d m i n i s t r a t o r s ,  75 » * d  73 per e e n t  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  
b e l i e v e  t h a t  o c c a s i o n a l  d e m o n s t r a t i o n s  a r e  w o r t h  w h i l e ,  w h i l e  m a n y  
t e a c h e r ,  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  w o r k  i n v o l v e d  a n d  a l l  t h a t  g e e s  w i t h  I t ,  w e r e  
f i i o r s  r e l u c t a n t  t o  a g r e e  o r  t o  b e  t o o  enthusiast leal l y  i n  f a v o r  of t h e
Idea* (&ee * >o*t© teachers reported having been overworked
with giving demonst ratiobs* j?& rents often expressed themselves as 
wishing to know mere about new methods* techniques, and mate rial® 
used in the school0 a# well e-s what their children were learning* 
herons trait ions were considered by some as being ose means of en­
lightenment on the subject. Ihe conclusion was drawn that parents 
s&Joy and appreciate tbs demon#trati©as that aw given and do not 
feel that an excess number have been p«s§at#d.
>;^ @stioia 3* Bo you feel that the teacher becomes acquainted with 
tfee grants of one*s pupils and parents of other 
pupils Is the school through the P.X'.A. t
Xhe majority of all groups* with 6? par eent of th© teachers*
7k par cent of administrators* aad 8b per ee»t of the parents* ex­
pressed themselves a# being convinced that they became acquainted 
with each other through the medium of the r’.T.A* (See Graph V) 
lb is |# confirmed again in the study of the advantages end benefit# 
of the y.’f.A* organisation* It in no wise minimize# or discredits* 
however* the value of the boss© visitation or parent*teacher confer** 
•sac## as a mean# of becoming better acquainted and knowing more of 
the hose background*
•^aeatton 11. Boss the F*f *A» help to bridge the gap between the 
parent and the teacher?
There 1# a difference of opinion among parents* teachers and 
administrators on this question* ?5 per cent of Omaha administrators 
and 65 per cent of parents agree that it does* while the remainder 
think it does so only in part* Be## than half (b9 per cent) of the 
total respondents believe that the i.’i.is actually helps to bridge 
the gap between parents and teachers affectively* (See Graph ?l)
Wrom the number m &  type of criticisms rn.de of the organisation and 
the opportunities overlooked9 it may be concluded that the reason# 
for this feeling may be due to the leek of executive ability and 
vision of lender*s to the inability of many in local mult# to secure 
needed cooperation to a®# that m pleased progress i* carried through? 
mud to the failure to enlist the advice « d  help of teacher# im plan­
ning the program* Borne hold it to fee the lack of functional organ- 
lint ion* Tht# is also Inferred fey ee»e writer# on- %hm eofejeet*^
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Ones tie* 5, What is the teacher* s relationship to or place im the
t
fh# pft^tl esmseaeus, 6? p«r ©sat ie&efcere* 68 per ceai admlmis* 
tratovs* amd 69 per esml parents* is that teacher* should he active 
parti® ipa.its&$ »eafcere. (See drmph fIS) It is of Interest to mote* 
however* that almost eme* fourth of the teachers think tki they should 
ho passive stes&ers. this attitude ee*es fro* the Omaha and ©ui-$taie 
0ity teachers mod reveals that they fool their assistance is either 
sot aeodod or wanted, while In istUtf ooasmaitlss the help of teachers 
Is 1a  greater demand*
it is ehwiou* that teachers have soldo* served as officers la ths 
f*.f .A. ergsmlsatieii, mad it is still maintained by a slight majority*
68 per cent, that this should continue to ho tho ease* although sons 
so# wisdom la teachers holding office. It say ho that soas think 
teacher* are too busy to ho bothered or that they saa sake better 
contributions by being active partieipatlmg members.
Question II. Should teachers sorts ea sash of ths major eeaaittee* - 
Budget, Program* Membership* ete.t
With ©aaha prlaetpsl* 1®C) for seat taking ths strongest pesitio** 
6? per ooat teacher** 96 per esmt administrators* asd 93 for eoat 
yaroots maintain that teachers should servo* at least occasionally* on 
those major committees* although tho opinion* here are not so dear 
out. (too tn#h fill)
there is am apparent contradiction im the viewpoints hold here 
fro* the ones held above. It should he ye luted out that there is a 
oomslstemoy in the too im that only the ehalrscm of those major ee»* 
eittees are officers* It is believed that one way im which teachers
eaa be active members ie by serving em ©no ef these eesffiittess.
%ae*tioa 6. dheald teacher# be respired te attend meeting**
It is agreed* but with net tee strung a majority* gf per emit* 
that teachers should be required te attend a reasonable amber ©f the 
meetings. It is of interest te note that bZ per cent ©f the Out-State 
01%  administrators are positive and say that teacher* should be re* 
qmtred te attend* while Z$ per cent ef the Omaha principals are lenient 
and say they should be required te attend none. On# Omaha principal 
©splained that he felt teachers should attend because they seated te 
end net because they had to. 8© believes that teacher* will attend 
when possible without pressure being brought te bear. It is a known 
fact that teachers do attend nest ef the meetings* be doubt all 
group* feel that since the nestings are for both parents and teachers* 
the latter are somewhat obligated te attend a reasonable noshsr.
Question lb. Should teachers and administrators take the entire 
responsibility in formulating and planning the 
curriculum and school policies or should parents 
be included in ths plaaning?
Ehere are two question* involved here which should have been
stated separately. fh© error was discovered tee late for recordings
therefore9 no detailed interpretation ef the data will be made, these
interested are referred to tables lb and 13. te draw their ©wu eenete-
siens and make their own imteypr© tat lens, the information the anther
desired was whether or net parents should be included la planning the
curriculum sad school pellets*. It should be stated that the writer
believes, because ef the numerous remarks made in the applanation ef
viewpoints held, that the majority interpreted the question as in­
tended. If thi# be true. the eejorlty. 57 P*r ©eat9 b@li®v« pares te 
eheuld be IseXuded*
Question ba Im there eoopemtlwe planning for the association* % 
program on. the part of hoth parent and teacher?
less than half* **9 per sent* of all respondents believe that there
1® cooperative planning. (See dxaph IX). It appear# that in some local 
im±&®s parent* and teacher® work together in planning the progress*, while 
is other® it is obvious that there I# either too musk administrator end 
parent or too w m h  of one or the other, and not ©sough teacher consid­
eration given, the lack of cooperative planning of the association4® 
pragma is -indisated in Question® 5 end 12. above, and also was 
strongly expressed as on® of the criticisms of the £•$•£• Thi® is n© 
doubt due to a lack of vision and foresight .in most instances, hut in 
a- few it .is the result of a few power-hungry and jealous individuals 
who want to run the whole show.
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Question 8» la your opinion, M s  the P.f,4* been influential 
la bringing about §
a* Better legislation for schools and youth? 
fhis organisation, ?0 per cent of the total respondents» ?2 per 
seat of the teachers, $0 per cent of the admimistraters, sad 7^ per 
cast of the parents, agrees that the ?#9«A, was an influential 
means ia bringing about better legislation* (See Smph X)
Attention Is called to the 8? per oeat of the teachers and 
100 per cent of the ad® inietrators in Omaha who consider the 
as haring dons an outstanding Job in this respect* while those fres 
out-sections of the state are not so complimentary, It should be 
recalled here that the parent*teacher organisations of out*state 
Nebraska, besides being widely scattered, are not so experienced* 
well-organised or well~iaforaed* Omeha F.f.A, #s are much larger 
in comparison, aore compact, and ha we gone through major conflicts; 
therefore are more experienced* Nebraska P*T,A, * s hare worked but 
failed to get legislation in a number of cases, partly because of 
the number end kind of bills, They were too general, endeavoring 
to get state aid for education through broadening the tax basis 
with a sales tax or income tax law* All these legislative bills 
involved the purse-strings rather than the heart-strings. Although 
they failed in their endeavor, their efforts were not ia vain, 
the needs of the schools were brought to the attention of the 
public, Omaha ?.f»A»fs sank their teeth into specific problems, 
one at a time, and generally succeeded in getting what they went 
after. During the past ten years, the Omaha P.T.A, has led the
fight for more revenue for schools* It required two city-wide 
elections to raise the mill levy from 13 to 15 mills* throe years 
ego the y.f.A. v&s the principal sponsor of a hill in the legisla­
ture to raise the mill levy from 15 to 20 mills* During this time 
also, the J V f . d .  has been successful In else ting a ticket for the
school board so that 9 or 10 out of 12 board members have hod F* t*A*
#9sponsorship. z
b* improvement of sohool finances?
the feeling prevails, bat with not so large a majority, 55 per 
cent, that the F,£»A. has been influential in improving school financ­
es. (Bee &raph IX) 71 per cent of Omaha1 s teachers and 100 per cent 
of her principals indicated that an out standing Job had been done 
hers tee, .but the majority of the Oat-State City and Sural teachers 
amdl administrator* registered negatively declaring that little or 
no improvement had been made through F,f*A» efforts. (See £ahle 16)
Whs outstanding improvement of Omaha1 s school finances is at*
■*
tribute! to the facts given above and also to the leadership of 
the Omaha teachers when about fifty of them worked at the courthouse 
each Saturday morning from January 1 to June 1* 19^3. during which 
time they made a survey of the tax records of all large property 
owners, both personal and real estate, during the ten-year period 
immediately past - 1932-19^2* this survey gave a most unusual 
picture of discrimination in tax assessments, this information 
brought a lot of fire on these participating, but it started the 
ball rolling and aroused a great community spirit to which the 
69 ’ ' 1
E© ini a eh, Frank 0* Executive Secretary of Seethe Sdaeatlenal 
Association
aefct ©f a tax appraisal heard wMck sss wmXmmmtk hjr ilia Hernias 
Cem&tp ■ Beard ,sf 2lisaXt*atls&* the f Inane#* ef the Omaha ssheels 
a m  mew ia ^ the Best eeadltlea they fear® hssm ia far a fasrier sf 
a e#ntm.ty«^ ®
e* X&rlehaeat astd extsmsiea of public 
sehesl service#!
the sarichaeat and extension ef pmBXI# seheel serries# through 
the off aria of tbs JPef.iU la seasidered outstanding *>7 72 par seat 
af the parents sad 55 par seat sf the atadalstMitem aad teachers* 
(Se® #*mph SIS) Si flhemld he stated ia Hit i®*t#®ee that tbs 
grsatest influence la fall ia the rural araaa and the least ia 
©ante* (®ee frapk SSI) It ia hsl&eped Htl this 1* &me It the 
eleser relationship emlstiag 1ws Bases. school heard asters* pereats, 
ami. adsialst raters ia aaall local areas than la large cities such 
cut Omaha, Much asm he see eapli shed ia rural areas wi tbout #rsd 
taps* or fearing la g© la higher smiberttlee*
13. If said pom Slice to have more litejnatmr* @a what 
the #•$*£• la trying is
*sei** s# sap !
ad»lslsSretePsa sad 
mashers» with lit
per seat ef the 
i t  Osaka 
desired litereimrs
wittem statsasmts
this is am tadleatlorn that Iks literature
» 77 f«r seat of the 
• It is evident that 
* are met heimg waf- 
fhis Is reaffirmed la 
1 1mm sere*. Possibly 
la the hamd# sf
70
Beimisch* Pramk 
Association
0., Executive Secretary of the Omaha Mmcatloaal
local ualt of flees* 1# m&% being sad# us® of and %h» information 
it eon tain® jNssssd on, fho® t®#a it indicates a liMi.lt of fore-* 
sight in finding cut skat literature and ixfcfsxMttlasi the member* 
desire.
$hs $us.t*leas up to this point have been sf a general char- 
aster concerning all groups of isssftsrs* Sseauss tho membership 
seatprlsss both p i m H  sand tmmbmm who would naturally Im U  at 
tbs organisation from different angle#* the author has designated 
the next portion of tbs surrey wJor Ssaehers Qalp*.
72.
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Question X, yea ©cmsider that epperinaitic* are
g% *m you for ©claiming educe Ucm&l aim* and 
method* to group* of parents?
the minority* hf per eemt. fool that adequate eppertamlty to 
explain edmeatleael aim* amd method* it mot gives teacher*. It mm% 
ho msdereteed* however® even though fchi* condition prevail* ever the 
entire »tat*» that then ar# Xoealitiea in whlch teacher* are gives 
this privilege. (fee fable XX11} It will ho meted that this lade 
make* ito appearance ia mxmereua place# throughout thl* etmdy* fhere 
eeeme to ho a lamlc on the fort of official* im plemslag a balanced 
program or la hewing foresight and vleiem a* to the meed* and desire* 
of lto member* ia tfct-e respect* loro ©gain* it appear# that teacher* 
are not considered im the plaamiag mad building of the program.
2* lo parent# expect you to pat cm too mack of the 
program and do too an&h of the work?
It lo willingly admitted by 7® for oomt of the teacher* that 
parent• do mot expect too mmh frm s them. More lo expeeled of the 
ada&mlst rater became# of M o  position, but even so, 63 per cent of 
them do mot ©omsider that mere lo expo®ted of them them should he.
(See fable XI?) fffeie view coincide# gnlte well with that held by 
pa rente im which 99 for eemt maintain that teeehere do net take toe 
muck Of e lead end responsibility la the Could it he that
teacher* would welcome mm opportunity to do more If their wi»k®« 
were considered end they had am offortmmity to help carry them omtf
Question 3« ho you have a feeling of partnership with parents
im the common task of guiding children toward sound 
development in mind® in  body® and in character?
Only 50 per eent of the teachers, end 5^ per cent of the admin­
istrators have a feeling ef partnership with parents im the all-round 
education of their shlldre*. (lee fable XT) le doubt9 the implica­
tions involved are tee asesmi and oossplieeted te attempt mush of 
an explanation in this brief study. Bcwewer. a few findings revealed 
im this study eight bare a bearing here, dines teachers believe that 
they do net have am adequate opportunity t# explain educational alms 
and methods* sines they do net think that parents safest tee much & f 
them, sines they are net tee active in the organisation, and tine# 
there le uncooperative planning fer the aseeeiatlen9* pregram on 
the part of both parents and teachers» might, net these be a few 
valid reasons fer the attitude on the part o f teachers of net having 
a feeling of partnership with parents in the common task in the
education ef their children? the anther suggests that a earefhl
study and. analysis ef this sltaatioa be made fer future benefit In 
alleviating the si bastion, if passible.
Question h* Bess the help yen as a teacher-te
better underatand the parent and' the child?
Ike parent-teacher organisation has served as an. agency to help 
these working with children be better understand both the parent and 
child* says ?2 per cent of Pebmska teachers and administrators, 
this is m b to be mlslmterpeeted be give the t^retstem that the 
P«f«A« Is the eels means enabling the teacher to get a the rough 
knowledge of either the child or the parent, pile ernesften is
©Xosely related to lumber 3 in Part I in which the question 1* 
asked. ell the respondents * Be yen feel that the teacher 'hm&mm 
seqaalitted with the parents of one*# pupils and parents of ether 
pupils in the school through the There is a ©lose agree­
ment* 71 per ©eat m  the former* 76 per cent on the latter* on the 
two questions, O m  of the most often mentioned benefits of the p.f.A, 
was that it afforded an opportunity for the parent and "teacher to
become acquainted® especially through the social, sembeeie made. .
!•.• :,/v f
Question 5» Bo you. attend P.f.du meetings regularly?
Qs.estier 6 of Bart I revealed that teachers are .expected to
attend a reasonable number of the meetings, The m et majority*
4£I per ©eat* of administrators and beaehsyft* however* attend be- 
sense of oho lee* while a few* 19 per seat.* go beosnaii they feel 
compelled to do se>: (See fable Xfi) This %*,■ Ihdieatlve that-
teachers attend ?«y«4« meetings beeanse they want to, Istmraily* 
educators have a sense of responsibility to support the organisa­
tion of which they are meager*.
Question 6. Bo you help to build the P.T»A» program?
Interestingly enough and astonishingly too* 95 per cent of the 
administrators help is build the P.T.A. program* while 62 .per sent 
of the teachers do not, Bess than half* &9 per cent* of the roepond- 
an te  on Question k in Part 1 of the questionnaire admitted that 
there wms ©nope native planning for the aesoolation9# program on the 
part of both ,parent and teacher, Bata on this question indicate 
that there le very little ©oops rati ve planning on the part of the 
three groins* i.e.* parents* teeners* and administrators of the
parent-teach#r ergamlsatien, (See drafh Xf 11} It. might- be dubbed
siraier group, or mm or the other. It 1# «n unbalanced 
program. This situation might threw e little m m  'finer#**# emt 
light lug on Question 3 above for these seeking reason* fer teacher# 
net living a feeling *£ jmrtaerehip with parent* im the educeticm 
of their children. Teacher# *1.1 but ask to be give* * chance te 
voice their opinion* end help te build ike pragma,
%ie*tlem 7* the Herthwee tern Bniverelty he* eet up* im partner- 
ship with the. fisticm! f *T,A, ©©ngr*##, * three-year 
program Im parent-teacher leadership to familiarise 
student» im-modern heme-echo©1 movement end te train 
them in technique# ef effect ire beme-sekeeX relatiea- 
ship, feuld such * program *s pert ©£ yeur teacher 
bhseabiea have helped you t© be * better teedher?
the benefits enumerated in the p r a g m a  mentioned above *e *  
pert ©£ teacher- training * f  neat ten ere believed te be ©f auffleient 
value by 82 per sent ©f the touchers end @5 per cent of the adminis­
trator# in lebrackn te warrant its trial elsewhere.
Teacher# should be, and t r m  this survey, %fee larger majority 
want to be, a ©eg in the £«T*A* machinery, Hew let me see heir'lb* 
parents fed regarding teacher member*.
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%&astion 1* M  yam faol that taaafeara taka to© srueh of & load 
red responsibility im Him F*f*A*1
Share is almost unanimous «s<mg ths parents9 99 p*r
coat* that tsaohora do mot taka to© mmh of a load red responsibility 
im tha f*F*A« (#aa Safcla A?III) On tha oomtrary® am res sapreasad im 
tha Freo Anarer aoafiom* ©a wall am im (feaaatisa* $ red It im Fart I 
of this study* parents fool that taaohars to mat taka amom^i retire 
part im tha organisation* Anawors to IIm tarnation* p o in t ©mt that 
tha parent who Is sis© a tanahar is tmrm relaaiamt» 8k par ©«mi» to. 
admit Hit, parlmps. baereaa grant**1 damred lo mads of tha taaohor im 
small®r a©a«amiiiao* From conclusion* previously drawn im rospaai to 
the sTidoat Irek of e© ope ret ion mad opportunity for torefeore to bar* 
a part> mo wonder pareaia hare this feeling. Are they* tee* trying 
to say that thsra sn&st to a halt to th« present situation and that 
ta&eharo ha included s@f« often in tha planning amd building of tho 
Pat*A* program?
Question 2. lo yam appreciate visiting and talking with teachers 
am sahjoats ether than those related to school 
Matters*
On this point® tea6 there is almost nmaniBioms agresssemt* 99 par 
eemt, that parents do appreciate and heartily welcome tho Idas of 
sooial aostaots with taaahare, (ire fable XXX) A mnahor are «ea~ 
earned because thare are mat sufficient opportunities or enough 
of fart put forth by althar parent or teacher to make it passible to 
•mjoy this privilege. ires* hoth parents and teachers* Imre a foaling 
that thore ia an invisible barrier onto ting bet*rare than which thay
or*
would like to have removed* Parents revealed indirectly that they 
seldom asmmnklaatsd with teaehsr# Im m social atmosphere cm tept#* 
unrelated to safceel natters. Might met some suggestions* offered a 
number of tire fer the removal of $M* barrier* be given here? 
teachers should make It a pelat to vie It In the home* m  a social 
bastes but, re the ether hamd» it la realised that teachers would do 
Hilt reluctantly without being invited, Sfemrefere* It is suggested 
that parents Invite teachers imh# their hemes rers often for dimmer 
and to spend a social evening* and that the two should attend social 
functions end entertainments together.
Question.3* 'how do you react to teachers* explanation of school 
methods as a part of the monthly F.t.A. program?
there is a favorable reaction from f f  per cent of the parents and 
86 per cent of Hie parents who are teachers. (See fable XX) Fre®
%u«atly, is this study* parents manifested an eagerness to knew more 
of the sehotl methods being used. Is fast* mom than esee the sug­
gestion was offered that' opportunity be provided fer teaehsrs to explain 
school methods at the meetings8 in order that the parents might
become more enlightened on the subject, (ire Fart 1* Question 10 for 
a similar confirmation, the 9? per rent response favoring the idea 
is an indication that parents are eager to be informed on methods used 
In the school. It is also vaguely intimated that this has net always 
been done, these explanations that have been given were greatly appro® 
elated* and that more would be welcomed*
fhs Questions were definitely planned to open the way for members
to express themselves freely on a number of phases in JVf *A« relation­
ship* to offer constructive and even destructive criticisms if they wished* 
(See meat section)
*a $ w  x b . o o m fa r is o s  m  m m w t m m  o f  £ * b k s * s  a m o
m m m n  w m  - a m  im q b m m  to m m  m  m g m m t o  m ix
m  the tyssatxmsktm
Omt~ 
©imh& 5 tat# Ssural
total 
Ffcroat 
T##oh#r ^aro&t#
n , Is# 5 13 & 16 1
Ho 95 8? 71 8H 99
Too 100 $5 -100 9? 99
m - 15 *84 3 1
Favorably 7* 92 95 86 97
OB.f&¥©mfeXy 46 8 5 lfc 3
in r r ~rr imufiimtti w
!• Da you f«#l that toaohors t*k« too worth of m 1m A «&& 
reopo&oiMlity la. th#
2® ito.yoa &pyr#olat# id siting or talltL&g will* toaohoro om oufc*
5#et« othor than thos® r#lat@4 to school aatlaxaY
5* Haw 4a you react to tsaohsrs1 oxplaaatlon# of mhml aotho&o 
ao & part of tho monthly g«iM* progra®?
* Jfeafbor# her# m f m r  to question# #f th# s m m  mm'bor la Fmrt I f  of 
th# #a##tiosiaft&r#» *a& hov# ha&oath th# tafclo*
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B M O n m  TO THE THIS™ JUISWSR tylSSSIOKS
f o r eonre&ienc® in handling ike vast avaeuat of data collected,
the author has arbitrarily grouped and classified the responses*
Since the categories on these subject 1vq question* are subjectively 
arrived at, the analysis has been carried only to percentages to a 
fal se impression of high- accuracy* 1'or this reason, it was &®eased 
advisable to sake ao extensive comparison* fable 19 shows percentages 
and comparison.® that were determined*
Credit is given hsr© to the respondent® for their fine contribu­
tions of ooastruvtive criticisms and suggestions regarding parent-teacher 
organisation* fhese may prove to bo the most valuable part of the study* 
An endeavor has been ssad© to record a few of the most timely, most fre­
quently mentioned, and most pertinent suggestions* Without & doubt, 
id any mors should be included, but it was necessary to curtail the 
list*
Question 1. In what situation is it easy and natural for parent® 
and teachers to c©operate?
Situations in which the welfare of the child is concerned was the 
most frequently mentioned in which it was easy for both parents and 
teachers to cooperate* It was indicated that they enjoy working to­
gether on projects and other numerous activities of the P.S.JU Some 
find home, school, and community problem® easy to solve* She conclu­
sion might ba drawn that when there is a mutual under standing and both 
parent and toucher tr® working toward a common goal, no situation seeias 
difficult to cope with.
f o l l o w i n g  a ? #  mm®  s u g g e s t i o n , ®  a a d s s
", tfhea parent® end teacher* are well acquainted and 
there 1# a spirit of nuta&l respect, confidence* and 
ua&eratasdiag so that they eaa asset in k friendly 
social atmosphere*
'• When there i® a mtu a l  widei* tending of each other®9 
problems, both working toward a ©osamam goal, and each 
accepting their fall *fc?. re of reopensibili ty•
Where taste, ran*© M b l m a a , and f at mas® are practiced*
When the betterment of the child1® mental, physical, 
eaotio&al, social, and morel welfare 1® concerned*
When both help to plan the program®
When proper home guidance is practiced*
S* dhea the %®mimr practice* taste in instruction and 
discipline*
la church, ©ivia* and eonaunlty activities hoi ding 
cosmos interests for p&reat*, teachers* and children*
M&es a child I earns normally and is well adjusted end 
disciplined*
» When parents and teacher* know each other socially 
outside the school-room*
Where school policies are »ueh that every opportuaity 
for cooperation is utilised,
When parent® who want the beat for their children are 
wiIlia#* to cooperate with the teacher* believing always 
that the teacher has their interest at heart*
Qm&sli&m 2* la what situation 1* it especially difficult for parent* 
end teacher® to cooperate?
Barents and teachers both agree that it is most difficult for 
them to cooperate when conflicts are emcouniere&o X* this not only 
natural? Often disciplinary problems &&.$ the friendly relationship 
that should exist between parents and teachers* 'Ihe list below 
indicate* m m  situation*8
a# Wham dosp«?soai«d ^ rojudtose aad»t« 
h* ©f p r n l i  m l  isachs ra*
e, itfiMm a child it uaooagtoimtlYO, haolwarde sj>oiladU
’and maladjmstod*
d* Whoa a child It jtrooomt during ditcmaitica*
•# Whom hath parsa&s work smtsi&e the homo tad the 
children nr# ao&Xooiod end tho toaohor it ospostsd 
to look afior tMa,
f, Whoa either parent ar ioach*? it amgry* ©ritie&l, or 
om the dofoaatra*
$. I^ ©af~rg*»gs odmoatiomal plasmtag tr plam*ia& that trooks 
aragr fro® the traditloaal*
h. ItssiaXatiom regardi»£ aehooXs®
1. FiaaaoXal maftor* of the school*
£• Whoa am tmjuoi criticism of the teacher has heea smde»
k* Whom itfimg *• mis® the standard# of for the
hosiss»
1.• Whsa the parsmts shi old tho child*a shorieomimg# mod 
hart the idea that the child tan do no vmsaff*
m« Whom atlghhors do mot eospsrais*
Ha Whom ptroat# do mot attest to tmdorotamd school
i4f»Q'fe!L«sa$.fflrdr w W-dfctPpWtl O
o» Whm porsomaiitlos or tririal mat tors ©load the 
maim dhdootiros«
Whom tromhlo arises srer the ehXXd «m& thor# is mo
haok^etmmd of friendship or little in  n m m m .
t» Whom a toadhsr is jjoerly prepared or mot la tor os tod 
i n  her Jet*.
r« Whom a for individuals harm a *kaov-it«mHe atttteds* 
domizmitOft mad attempt to ram ths school asd the cots* 
enmity*
7?'
Question J* What do you consider the greatest advantage* ©£
the J»*f.A. t
Barents and teeners unsuaimeusly agree that the see 1*1 benefits 
reoelved ar® the meats*t advantages #f the f*9*A» s«fpalsstlsa* This 
question see ©me in which greater interest was manifested perhaps 
partly bosses© the rseyendmts ©euld see tangible results* the great­
est number of answers ©r suggest!©s*» tw m  each 'groups were given in 
t@ this, question with a total ©f 531 advantages given* lvi~ 
doubly the majority ef hath parents and teeehere are strongly in 
ffcvor of ths organisation and are aware ©f the many advantages it 
offers in spite of all the sherteealugs as expressed in criticises 
in the next question®
Child welfare* for the most part* we* ©onsldsred the least bene- 
fieial advantage received free the organisation* in spite of the feet 
that this was the basis upon which the organisation was founded®
Might not this he attributed to the possibilities of many 7*?«A* unite 
losing, sight of their main .objective by letting apparently lees Im­
portant things become predominant?
the opportunity afforded for mod public relations was regarded 
by many as an outstanding benefit as the result of the organisation* 
Possibly, this recognition is mad© because ef tangible results that 
are manifested*
Seme of thee© advantages are listed below a
a* dives basis for concrete .thinking by parents 
and teachers,
b* Pre~school health program*
e* School lunch project*
d* Promote* inter-racial under standing,
7V*
a* .Fosters truth Ihii school* belong t* people,
f* Enjoying pupil etteeesee* together*
g, Help* to elect geniifled school board Beeber*.
h+ Helps child to H  aware of hi* parents® and teachers * 
interests in him m &  1b Els m h m l «
i« Literature id IE available helps*
J* Fewer to *v*y #1 sells** and eeeure good legislation*
k» Hi* epperlmaity for united effort to *ytee«pii»h worth-* 
while objective* for children of IE* ©eawaaity and 
better school condition*,
1* It aid* 1b public relations, Xt afford* eat, opportunity 
to get before the parent* and general pefelie the ai»®* 
poll else, and meed* ef the m k m l *
a. It afford* a* opportunity for parent* and teacher* to 
work and play together,
m« Opportunity for breekkmg down barrier*,
o* Frogra® of parent education,
p, Open* an arena* for better under*taB&ia^ of mutual 
preblene and interests,
%* Opportunity for prop* ting the welfare ef all children 
regardless of rse® or creed,
r, Study ef school need*»
s* Seeing the tseeker a* a soeial human being —  a 
part ef the eoaaualby*
t. Bevel epmeat of leadership,
m, It gif as parent* and teacher* a common nesting ground.
v, Helps the parents to realise that they cannot delegate 
the responsibility for their child8* development entirely 
to the teacher.
Opportunity to air one** sieve and opinion* on matter* 
'pertaining to ©ducation.
2u It gives the children a sense of satisfaction and security 
in knowing that their parents and teacher# are becoming 
aeganinted*
7f*
%n®®ti®m What are year criticisms of the P»$*d»t
Inefficiencies top- the list of criticisms* Leadership received 
its il»r®, It appears that im smell eemmuaiti**,. especial ly8 there 
is a lack of amlificd leadsrsMp from which to chocs®, %re is where 
people were given a ehamce to unload sad get a few things off their 
chests* dad they did a good Job of it» too, lech of the criticism 
appears t© be coast motive as csa readily be seen la tbs list which 
fellSWSi
su Lack ef good leadership in many local communities,
b, It is fymgmsmtljr ran by a small social elites whs ran 
the show year after year and is need for the aggrandise^ 
meat of a fern power-hungry people who wish public acclaim 
rather them the putt lag forward of a fine program*
c, It sometime* becomes tee Important .and interfere* with 
school policies,
d, It 'is eftea: a pressure gmmp*
there is a -lack ef friendliness to mew members and 
eimager# lm the community,
t *  Hemgep ef mere effort to meet state standards rather 
them to improve local conditions,
'■f V. , }
g» Hot enough group discussions and tee few parents par­
ticipate in the discussions that are had,
h« Always have to serve refreshments,
1, Out and dried elections.
J. Briticism of school without knowledge,
k, §tme members feel- they cam tell teachers how to
rum the mem*,
1. teacher* given toe much work to do. fee mmh of
their time is gives to maeherehlp drive® s
». Many meetings held at times whom lad* and teachers 
cnmnot attend,
&• lot reaching people that really meed it*
o» Bnp&ble parent# not will lag to be leader# and 
ftCeept duti#s*
p* Frog**** poorly planned 8 too formal * and ii»#~e«am*®ing*
%» looting* mot challenging gad sight of real objective 
loot.
r. Bslag students to solicit funds not mood in school 
activities,
*. lapse t too much of tbs principal*
t. las boson® too much of a money making organisation,
u* Moods nor* mm Isadora,
v, teachers foal duty-bound to attend* Compulsory 
attendance for teachers* hut voluntary attendance 
for parents*
v* Sometime* too much stress has boon laid on numerical
strength to tha detriment of a well-informed membership*
au too much potty business* generalities* minor do tails* 
and rad taps* and not enough real education*
y* fomeilmes it spreads itself too thin —  loses a touch 
of ®aarthln»«sg.
s. Mot enough educational .wasting**
an* Hui laxity in gaining for lehrmefcn hotter schools
while they endorse national policies for advancement 
of education.
bh* Hot enough »trass laid on making a *e*»eda*atleaal*
project.
so* Momeiimes the association is a fkiuat-FrliiolfaX associa­
tion instead of a #er*mt»f*a*her organisation*
dd. the F«f*A* is not lotting tha public know what a great 
organisation It really is*
Question 5. What benefit# do you receive from actual membership 
in the iM\A . I
ltdfe than half of the respondents indicated that their social 
eemiitots wore the greatest benefits they receive as members of the
organisation Since s w  It a social feeing Ikli can readily be 
recognised, fhe next higherfe benefit that teachers appreciate is 
public relatione, lebraeka teacher# can see that they have reaped 
at leaet a small. financial reward &* the result ef influence ef the 
r*f *4, is promoting the Material need# ef the school. IducationaX 
benefit# i# the second on the parents1 lint and they are clamoring 
for more, Mai tber parent m#;r teacher can eee much school Improve- 
neat as cmm of the advantage* of the organisation, ffei* Is deplorlagi 
Why Is this? Lie ted below are acne ef the pereonal bemefite reported®
a. Socially I meet & lot of nice people.
*>. Opportunity t® study ay local eewBQ&ity, it* need* 
end dee!re*.
A better understanding of the teacher to wham ear 
children are entrusted*
'c ..4 better understanding of ay own children’# prebleis®
and interest*
Oivee ©e now interest® and enthusiasm end a bigger 
end breeder viewpoint. It keep* «* in touch with 
educational pregress,
*• A wo&cerfal feeling of doing good,
g, Knowing ay child®# teacher a* a friend,
h, It give* one m, eenee of security in the community 
by belonging,
Adult educetlon that 1® offered.
. Parents become better eitisen* while helping te
make batter eitisen* of their children,
t. I t  give* a broader insight in regard to the objective*
ef education and child treining,
• It broaden* ay outlook on my teaching profession and on
life in general,
*• It give# me some social life, X meet a lot ef fine people
interested is the earn# thing® is which I ea interested.
m, Better under* tamding ef parents* attitudes the home* 
from vfcieh ehil&roa eons*.
e. ^»iU, aa£Mi»ft«
f. *Bo»e®
%• Hero freedom in eeiiom &md Belief,
y, Increase la salary
»• Identified aft ©me working for inprseeasat of seheels,
1 n» Opportiftalhy to hulld eoftmal tyweefceel spirit*
a. lihem £ was a teasher I felt that the P*f *A. was my 
friend amd supporter*
r, P*f*JU ae&hershlp eard sereee aft a swell idesstifloatioa 
card aegrwhere*
~ Question 6« lew mould teaeher cooperation la the P,f«A, to iapyeredt
fhfe 1ft; a delicate ftahjeot amd eae ia which there eould ho ex­
pected to he a differ erne* of parent mad teeeher opinion* If oaly 
comdi iioan warn hotter •© that they ©suit giro more amd hatter sere- 
toe* 'teachers ftsy that their eeepemttea would he mush Impfwred*
So®®* .hat mot all pareaf's were aware of thia» too* they feel that
V-
if they participated mere, the prehXe* mould he selwed to a great 
extent* homy parents hold out that mot enough ©ppoFlumities are 
llvoa teachers te .participate amd eeeperate, 25 per ftemt of hath 
parent® and teither* think that teachers should 'heatlr themselee# to 
heoome familiarised amd informed aft to the henefli»$ ©hjeetireft, and 
poftftihilltleft ef the ergemi satis* of which hjr mfti they are a part, 
there le am e%mal feeling smomg parents amd teachers that teaeherft 
meed mere seoial life, this wiewpslmS is supported hy memy ehtfcer* 
it lee-, they ore meowed of mot Being social heimge, Parents take
their share ef Blswe for the condition that exists* Statements By 
parents theasselvee Indicate that they feel they should entertain 
teaohere store in their homes end see that they are invited out to 
social faneileus, the following giro some ideas delineated 2
a, fhe teacher* s oo ope ration in could he improved
if she would huild up the attitude in herself that it 
is for her gain as well m  for the parents* *
h. Mere opporiual ty should he given for teaohere to Bring 
educational aotivities into the program,
e.' If parents were mere epe*-«Kladed toward the teacher9* 
point of view.
d. Better attendance end cooperation on the part of the 
parents would give the . teacher a greater stimulus to 
attend and take an active part.
e» Occasionally teachers should offer their assistance*
f. If pregrems were mere interesting and included pupil 
Betterment as their objective#
g* If teachers could see sere direst result# of the ?*9«A*» 
thef would put forth a greater effort themselves*
fa. Booe p*fc,A, groups expect too mush. of teachers and give
them tee stony duties»
i* .^eaehers could mingle mere freely with ethers at the 
■ meetings,
j, By not sitting in a group and whispering during the 
whole meeting*
Jr. Allow time for teachers to take part in discussions,
1. Making ■ teachers* work lighter so that they have energy 
,, ,,lsft' for .p.t.Ju wxt*
m, faking wishes ef teachers into consideration in setting 
dates and arranging programs*
n* Shewing were friendliness to teachers and accepting them 
as human Beings*
o« 'Mere willingness to attend and participate whom asked*
p* Have teachers represented on planning groups,
* By informing teachers so that they may Better understand 
the Benefits afforded them as well as to parents ant 
eMUrta,
Place m n  teach®r» on committee* and exeey tlve Boards*
By Being aware of the fact that participation
should Be & part of their regular schedule*
By Being made fc® feel that she I* a f#1 lo%*»m©iBBer of the 
association and being asked to participate 1b other ways 
than just as a teacher*
By having Batter planned programs*
Permit teachers to indicate types ©f programs they would 
like.
ffeaeher ©o-operation could b® Improved if they would taka 
advantage ef the courses offered in teach® i*~t reining in­
stitutions*
By making it possible for teachers to attend P*f,A. con­
ference* and conventions*
Either early dismissal or arrange for parents to conduct 
classes so ia&ohsre can attend when afternoon sa##%iags 
are held*
Question ?• How could parent cooperation la the P,f*A, ho improved'?
It 1® felt By more than 60 per coat ©f the teachers and ?0 per 
cent of the parents that parent c©operation could he improved* fhe 
feeling prevails that the work should Be shared among mere patrons 
and. that they should have smoothing to do» It is keenly felt that 
parents should put forth greater effort to attend. tSsay realise that 
both parents can Be interested im attendance and participation if the 
pregress® are vital and meet a felt need* Each local unit needs to Be 
a fnnction&X organisation. Same members sense & feeling of a lack ef 
friendliness and being wanted and needed in the association, fhe fol­
lowing list gives some of these suggestions*
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a® Bara fllilljr BonofloiaX p r e g n m s ~~ good epoofcoro suad 
pRUOl
B. fAPoato sBould mate.* a grmtmr aft art to attoad mmtIng* 
m &  at far tfeeir aaoioismoa®
0, Should litton to temcsfeors1 roport* om ofcadaato*
d, ProTi&o sraroory oar# for eMMros*.
*« liani profaooioaaX dotiao Bo for* axpmting so amtsfa 
assistrnmm from tmmatemro®
f. o^aoalfcafcloa with p*ia*lf«& or toaihor Boforo Brians 
up jnfwBIomi a t  SKOotia&o.
M* OirOa psroenal imr!t*t£o& to itootisc*.
h» Bdaoatiia^ tbm par ©a.to ao to tho potoatial mluoa of iho 
orgftBloatlwu
i* Hood jmMtoity jprweodla* *»d following tho wootiaf*.
By a oanroy of paromt®* b^k$re*md, stood®, and imtorosto 
and plamlB# t&o programs Aooortiofilf*
k0 By roooriag tbo faloo Barrlar* of lafarlortty waay 
parents Bawo*
1« By *%rmloiaf »®»B©reportieipation is all p.fjt.
aadaoToro.
«... P ro p ar.& iaB sfB & tlm i of rm pom lb i  111 lo o .
b* By Aihlajf at a: wal^tmfosotod M tBosw feip mtbmr thaa just 
a largo on®*
o. Informality urouid indue® jsoro parent* to toIoo their 
epiaiea* and ask $ue*ti®i*.
p. Boro' »oro family ai^iia,
'were thasi too rooia jN*rfea$>* hariilff roo»
father* odd Mother*. calling ih*» Boom lopraoodtatlooo 
add Boro t k m  attend m m *  Board aodilaga.
r»; Careful' ooleetl®*. of offfaor® avoiding A:cli^o«^ formations*
*. By aBiding By the will of the majority.
t. Breakdown that teacher** per en t Barrier* laoB la too aloof
from the ether*
*. By somehow getting fathers t« realise that P.P.A. is 
not m w®t®mga @lubt b u t a parent-teacher organization.
r. By nob lotting anything Interfere with their IVl.A. 
night engagement.
%»nisii©& 0. In what ways, if any* is the ?.¥•£» overlooking
opportunities for Improving home-school relationsf
She author was skeptical about including this question Sn the
survey as can be seen by the wording ef the question* the idea m s  
entertained that the B.T.A. was net overlooking many opportunities
for improving its organisation. It was feared that not enough sug* 
geetions would be wads to amisa it worth while, frme* it received 
the smallest number of responses from both teachers and parents due*
without m doubt, to sot knowing what to say# and the effort &md 
thought needed to contribute something const motive and worth while 
on the part of the respondent, the 192 suggestions that were given 
mad* the question an important one. the greatest future benefits of 
this surrey may cone as a result of this question.
Oreups differ in opinions In regard to weakness#® of the organ- 
i m b  ion. rarents and the Osaka teachers feel that the possibilities 
of the organisation are not being fully explored in many aspects, 
fhey lament the definite lack of vision and scope! that it is not 
functional and aeeoarpllshiag the things that it could accomplish* 
fh@ Out-State and Burel teachers feel that there is m general 
weakness over the state in scope, vision, functional organisation* 
improvement of family life* and public relations. Thar* is no lack 
felt of the eoeial aspect for the rural area and little for the out- 
state areas. Whether or not this is attributed t© the f m t that
everyone knows each ofcher in small communities and almost everyone 
participate# in the social function* that are held* or whether people 
in these sections have little or no leisure time or have 'no felt need 
of social life, or if it is a combination of cameos, is hard to de­
termine.
X'here is a state-wide realization of a g m w  weakness on the part 
of tie parent-teacher organisation in Being unable to reach amd Inter­
est the vast majority ef parents —  especially those who apparently 
need it most* the situation is a challenge to r.'i’.A.B all ever the 
state to investigate every possible approach to tho task ©f surmount­
ing this inadequacy* If tho following suggestion# from parents and 
teachers can he utilised By local units and by Xb* XaBraska Congress 
itself, tho associations should Be greatly strengthened to Become an 
outstanding, functional organisation, fulfilling the objectives for 
which it was founded. In order to do this, it might take more effort 
tham a Bit of magic or %ocms poeus0* the following are sawe sug­
gestions t
a* Make the program vitally Beneficial*
B* Provide opportunity for more teaohors to help plan
and Build the program*
e* Smaller units need more supervision and trained help.
4. r le.ee Before the general public the aims, needs, and
accomplishments of the r.T.A, in an interesting and 
attractive way.
s. Use of a Blackboard or some other method to shorten
the Business session —  for giving reports and 
announcements •
f* Enlist the effort of the ©ollegs-trained parent,
g* SfeBraafe* need® smaller districts*
X06
* Mebraska need© field worker# to better serve th#
r.l’.B. and orgsmi## s m v unite,
. Should provide leader# for youth groups.
j* By ©homing proper respect for teachers la the bosses.
k. teaching children to respect pub lie property.
1. frying to decrease discipline problems.
m, urge counselors for each school.
a. Make benefits oity-wid# —  all schools.
©. Insist oa child1© obedience to school policy.
p. Consult with teachers on problems.
%• Barents should help oa lunch hour w h m  majority of
student# carry leaches.
r. Parent# should W o k  the teacher la her effort to
instil character training.
t» Surest parent# remain home for scheduled visiting 
time by teachers.
t. Health program# for parents.
Have leadership conference# for officers.
v« By making it possible for teacher# to attend
conferences and convention®.
v. find a way of getting a erese-seetioa of community 
in membership.
x. More publicity on fine things schools are doing.
y. Urging parents of older students to- visit school.
s. Barents should try to know teachers.
aa. Meed more study and discussion groups.
Vs. More efficient channels should be established to permit 
parents and teachers to contact each other.
cc. Meed wore visitation day#.
id. Would like to see radio programs clean up a little on
crime stories.
107.
Heed sore high school jp.l.A, Ss„
+ f. b'ould like to see hone-roois fathers us vs 11 aft mothers*
gg* **lac© emphasis ob. family life at home* P,2«A« could
ene o&rag © fern 1 ly &c 11 ? 11ios .
ah, £-1 ecu*® lea *t neefclage concerning existing problems.
4 ■*, teacher* need to be dismissed earlier on .A* day* or 
have parent* take the room* in order that they mmj have 
tho opportunity to a>t*e»d the m a t in g  end get better
aC3ijii*:.isted. with the parent*.
1* .Provide more social contacts *© that parent*, teacher®, 
and cMMrea ©an beeok e better aCdueinted,
Stre*« the crying need for parent® looking upon the teacher 
a* a friend and associate sad inviting teacher* into the
hojE® and to social gatherings*
v, Outline methods by which the teachers might observe their
pupil* 1b the home atmosphere,
vm* Heed t© work for a greater consistency is the pupil1® ea­
rl rommenb sad development which necessitates tie help of 
th# ham®, school, and eowrcmlty,
v Attempt to remove thfit lavl slble barrier between. parent 
and teacher.
'■’Membership should reach acre than ©11 the so-called 
’privileged children**1 homes. It t* the childrea from 
tho 8other aide of tho tracks8 whose parents we ae«d to 
Interest a ad who eem* time* haw® the most to contribute hut 
who sometime® do not have the opportunity**
M®oo often an awfj the principal hinder® better under­
standing of the teacher end the aim® of our schools*
Public relations on the part of educator® hae been bad 
until the last two yeara I hope the day ef wnpp reach­
able principal® i« about over. M
HAt car school a letter from the principal to fefc» parent 
is sent home with the children ones a month, It is chatty 
aisd infernal. It tells of activities ©f the school and 
It frequently mentions names, Personally I feel 
it very beneficial, Parents feel in touch and a part of 
all that ie going ©a when they have such a direct report, 
the principal give® hie schedule m  parents nay knew when 
it ie beet to see him, Parent® are invited to cost© with 
their problem* ©r Just to chat. Parent® feel that thie ie 
their school and th® school spirit is excellent.#
tails 19. ceKrA&xsos is j m  m m  xv 
T m  A m m &  q m m m m  of r m
Omaha
Out-
State Burial
Total
feacher Parent f etc
s»
*1.(a) Child welfare (Si' 51 L6 55 61 58
(b) Activities 2b 29 20 25 2$ 2?
|c) Whole child 8 19 2? 1? 6 11
(d) Problem® . . h 1 _ _2 ._1 __h ... b
100 100 100 100 100 100
2,(e) Iftselpline 36 35 k l 36 32 3b
(b) Activities 7 13 I  h 11 5 8
(c) Conflict® 6? 12 -k.5 S3 63 .58
100 100 100 ICO 100 100
3*(a) Social 38 39 39 uo 39 39
(b) Public relatione 32 31 32 30 22 26
(c) Child welfare 10 9 19 ii 12 11
(d) B.mft6~seh*ol
improvement 20 -jy?. -JL& -11 27 JSL
100 100 100 100 100 100
L. (a) Iaefficienc1es 50 kO 62 m 58 52
(b) Leadership 15 13 JJ* ik 1? 16
(c) Member®hip 2k 26 10 22 lb 18
(&) Nubile relations 11 21 .Ik ,.m2jsL JUL J &
100 100 100 100 100 100
5«(&) Social 58 51 53 5k m 51
(b) Self improvement L 10 3 7 8 ?
(c) Public relations 19 23 35 23 10 15
(d) A&uoatloa JLE 16 9 18 27
100 100 100 100 100 100
6.(a) Understanding 23 25 2? 25 25 25
(b) Participation 31 30 k$ 33 m hZ
(c) Social 10 7 k S 6 6
(d) Conditions 36 38 23 -J4 JEL JSL
100 100 100 100 100 100
7 • ( ® ) 0 rga&isat1on m 28 jk a? 2k 26
(b) Social 10 13 13 12 5 8
(e) Participation J & -i2 -52 81 71 M l
100 100 100 100 100 X'00
8,(a) Scope-vision k6 15 25 27 39 33
(b) 7 15 * 10 Ik 12
(c) Public relations 7 28 25 21 a Ik
(d) Family life k 20 19 lb 6 10
(e) Functional -2& 22 31 28 33 -2 1
100 100 100 100 100 100
19 (coat.)
• In what situations is it easy and natural for parent® mud teach# rs
to eoopnrste?
&. In what (situations is it especially difficult for parent® and
teachers to eesperste?
3. What d© you consider the gras test advantages of the 1>.T#A,?
1, W h a t  are your ©ribleiSMS of the iVf*A,?
5 .  W h a t  b e n e f i t s  d o  y o u  r e c e i v e  f r o m  a c t u a l  m e m b e r s h ip  i n  t h e  F . I . A ,
6. Mow could teacher cooperation ia F.f.A. be improved?
7. Eow could parent cooperation ia F.f.A* he improved?
8. la what ways, if any, is the JV*,A. overlooking opportunities for 
improving home-school relationeI
* lumbers her© refer to fmestioms of the same number in Fart If of 
the duestloaaaire, and given here beneath the table,
** the. above classification is the author1® to facilitate handling 
of data.
o o m tm io s B  A m
Although the Farmt-fe&oher# Association was organised solely 
for the welfare of children, and youth, ssost members feel the greatest 
advantage of the organisation today Is the modal contacts made*
The result of this study points to several conclusions regarding 
the relationships of the teacher and parent to the hone, to the organ­
isation, and to each other• as well as specific Information desired 
by the F.T,A, organisation* which from the point of view of the parent, 
teacher, and the F.T.A, official are significant. Briefly stated, 
they are*
■*» The majority of educate re9 teaching experience has been
in commotion with schools where the Influence of the 
pareat-teacher organisation is felt,
2, The majority of parents, teachers, and administrators
believe that teachers should learn to work with the
ho®as9 and to associate with parents on a friendly and 
social basis,
• It is felt by the .-participants in this study that parents
should be encouraged to visit tho class-roor..
This study reveals that there ie a general Interest on the 
part of parents la the p&rent-teacher organisation, but 
the general opinion is that the P*T*JU has been unable, 
somehow, to reach the vast majority of parents,
5- In order for the teacher to understand the home background 
of the children placed in her charge and to discern whet 
services she can render to the cossnunlty, the use of a
1X1
combination of device® in deemed necessary,
5. A m  os c ast © n a l  d e m o n s  t r a t i o n  e f  a c t u a l  ©lasts-room w o r k  
is considered practical and advisable by parents and 
adml&i etr&tprs » but mot by t ©etchers,
Educators feel that the F.T.A. is a medium through 
which they cam become better acquainted with parents*
S. The respondents fe.lt that the F.f ,A. does not bridge the 
gap between some parents and educators*
9. About half of the teachers and ad» Inlet rat ora have a 
feeling of a lack of partnership with parents in the 
education and guidance of their children,
10. The majority feel that the teacher8s place in the r.T.A* 
ie && aa active participating member.
I* Parents and educators participating la this etudy felt 
that teachers should eerve at least occasionally on #ach 
of the major committees - Budget* Fro gram. Membership, etc. 
I, Teacher* are expected to attend a reasonable number of 
P.T, A. raeebinge is.id the majority of respondeat®» but the 
survey revealed that most teachers attend by choice,
13. Loss than half of the respondents feel that there is not 
cooperative planning for the associatioa1* meeting on the 
part of both parent and teacher* Sixty-two por cent of 
the teachers do not help to build the P.T.A, program, 
lb. The ismjoritys with the exception of Omaha principals, 
deair© literature and information on what the F.T.A. is 
trying to do,
15. A large percentage of the participant® in this study 
felt that adequate opportunities are not being given
112.
teachers for explaining educational aim® anti methods to 
groups of parent*.
16* Barents do not feel that teachers put on too mush of tha 
pro&anub or do too mwoh of tho work.
17* ^create do not feel that teachers take too «moh of a lead 
and responsibility in the P*i„A«
IS. Parents react favorably to teachers’5 explanations of school 
methods as a part of the monthly P.foiu program 
19* It is believed that a program of training for pa rent-teacher 
leadership to familiarize students with the modem hoaa- 
school movement axtd to train then in techniques of effective 
hoae~ school relationships would b# beneficial*
2©. It ie the gene ml opinion that the ha® been influen­
tial.. in bringing' about bettor legislation for school® and 
youth, improvement of school finances, and enrichment and 
extension o f public school services* more a© in Omaha on 
the first two items and in the rural area* on the last.
This study was necessarily limited la scop® and Mad* a»c can 
b&rdly be taken as much more than a mere beg liming of research in 
the field of parent-teacher relabios&sMps or means of education.
.£* the study progressed* the need for more and extended date we* 
felt; as new problems arose* it was often thought that a new attack 
would be highly worth while, the writer* therefore* has the follow­
ing recommendations to rake for further study*
1. that diligent study be and* to discover the reasons for 
th# invisible barrier between parents m d teeehers end 
a remedy for bridging this gap*
** That a definite effort be nads to overcome the feeling
on the part ©f teaehers ©f non-partnsrship with parents in
the education and. .guidance of their children*
3* That an Intensive and extended research be made to find
ways and means ©f helping local units whereby they
may function mere effectively and efficiently, 
that continued study be m d t  to secure better cooperation 
and participation from parents* especially those ^from the 
o th e r side of the tracks”* i.e.. ths underprivileged, who* 
if they could be reached, would probably be most bene­
fited.
5. That further study be made as to the practicability and
adaptability of iVf.A. u»lts in high schools.
S. That continued study be made Is outestate Hehrashs to
m & u r e better legislation for schools and improvement 
of it® school finances*
7* That definite study be undertaken &s to fcow there can be 
more cooperative planning- between parents end teaehers la 
the building of the jP.T.A. program so that they sap work 
shoulder-to- shoulder.
8. That study be continued on the possibility end practicability 
of teaebsiv training institutions in. Bebrusfca. offering courses 
in parent-teacher leadership to familiarise# students with 
sodera home-school movement and to train them la techniques 
of effective home-school relationships*
>. That efforts be made to educate the parent on the jp.f.A.** 
real program of working for the child*s benefit.
This survey has shown in a variety of ways that parents and 
teachers are cognisant of the potential mlue of the Jfarent-Tesehcr 
J^aeoeiatioa* but are m l m  m u f  time® disappointed in that the organ­
isation does not always fulfill its mission m  well as it might.
Beeauss the £,T.A» endeavors to reach all people, it is hoped that 
the results ©f this study will be of assistance in helping the or- 
gagtlsatlon to overcome the obstacle® and rise to mrnn greater 
height®. If thie is even partially realised, the survey will have 
been Justified.
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rDear Eellow-Worker:
The Febraska and Fational Congress of P. T.A. are cooperating with me in 
making a study of "The Teacher and the F.T.A. '* in Hebraska. Will you please assist
in this study by completing the Questionnaire and returning it to me. Thank you
for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Evelina Aitken
QUSSTIOHFAIHE
Please indicate your position by placing an (X) in the blank below showing your 
status.
Superintendent ( ) principal. ( ) Teacher ( ) P.T.A# Official ( ) Parent ( )
Rural ( ) Tillage ( ) Town ( ) City (O
PAST I
Answer the questions by checking the word which best voices your opinion.
1. Should teachers explore and become familiar with home and community on 
a friendly and social as well as a professional basis?
Yes ( ) At times ( ) Fever ( )
2, Should parents be encouraged to visit the class room?
Yes ( ) Occasionally ( ) Fever (
3* Do you feel the teacher becomes acquainted with the parents of one’s pupils 
and parents of other pupils in the school through the P.T.A.?
Yes ( ) Tery little ( ) Fo ( )
k . Is there cooperative planning for the Association’s program on the part of 
both parents and teachers?
Yes ( ) Could be better ( > Fo (" ’)
i. What is the teacher’s relationship to or place in the P.T.A. ?
Advisor ( ) Officer ( ) Active participating member (' ) Passive member (
6* Should teachers be required to attend P.T.A. meetings?
All ( ) Reasonable number (O At convenience of teacher ( ) Fone (
\ The teacher must understand the home background of each of her charges and
also understand what services she can render to the community. By what 
means can this conveniently be done?
Home visitation ( ) Conferences with parents at school ( )
At p. T.A* meetings ( ) Conferences with parents when child is in trouble ( )
3. In your opinion, has the P. T.A. been influential in bringing about -
(a) Better legislation for schools and youth?
Outstanding effort (\/) Very little ( ) Fone ( ^
(b) Improvement of school finances?
Outstanding effort (/) Very little ( ' None (
(c) Enrichment and extension of public school services?
Outstanding effort ( ) Very little 0 ) Fone ( ^
Do you think it important that teachers learn to work with the homes?
Yes ( ) At times (v ) Fo ( )
10. Are occasional demonstrations of actual class room work for parents practical 
and advisable?
Yes ( ) At times ( ' Fo (
11. Does the P.T.A. help bridge the gap between parent and teacher?
Yes (' ) Partially ( ) Fo ( )
12. Should teachers serve on each of the major committees - Budget, Program, 
Membership, etc.?
Yes ( ) Occasionally ( ' Fo (V)
13* Would you like to have more literature on what the P.T.A. Program is trying 
to do?
Yes ( ) Fo >
14. Should administrators and teachers take the entire responsibility in for­
mulating and planning the curriculum and school policies or should parents 
be included in the planning?
Yes ( ) Occasionally ( ' Fo 0 )
PART II
FOR TEACHERS OFLY
Answer the questions by checking the, Yfor.c^ that best voices your opinion.
1. Do you consider that adequate opportunities are given you for explaining 
educational aims and methods to groups of parents?
Yes ( ) Fo ( )
2. Do parents expect you to put on too much of the program and do too much 
of the work?
Yes ( ) JTo ('4
3. Do you have a feeling of partnership with parents in the common task of
guiding children toward sound development in mind, in body, and in character?
Yes ( ) Some ( ) Very little ( ) Fone ( )
Does the P. T.A. help you as a teacher to better understand the parent and 
the child?
Yes (.) Fo ( v
5. Do you attend P. T.A. meetings regularly?
By request ( ) By choice (
t. Do you help to build the P. T.A. Program?
Yes ( ) Fo ( )
T. The Horthwestern University has set up, in partnership with the Fational 
P.T.A. Congress, a three-year program in parent-teacher leadership to 
familiarize students with modern home-school movement and to train them 
in techniques of effective home-school relationship. Would such a urogram 
as part of your teacher education have helped you to be a better teacher?
Yes ( ) Fo ( 0
3. -How,much education did you have before teaching?
H.S. only ( ) 2 Yrs. College ( ) 4 Yrs. College ( ) More than 4 Yrs.
College ( )
Total years of teaching experience -
With P.T.A. ( ) Without p. T.A. (
PAST III
FOR PAREFTS OFLY
Answer the questions by checking the word that best voices your opinion.
1. Do you feel that teachers take too much of a lead and responsibility in
the P.T.A.?
Yes ( ) ITo ( )
Do you appreciate visiting or talking with teachers on subjects other than 
those related to school matters?
Yes ( ) Fo ( )
How do you react to teachers’ explanations of school methods as a part of 
the monthly P.T.A. Program?
Favorably ( ) Unfavorably ( )
Vj"\
gBBlf^MPQHSE
Answer the following questions 'briefly:
■* , In what situations is it easy and natural for parents and teachers 
to cooperate?
(a)
t o
. .In what situations is it especially difficult for parents and teachers
to cooperate?
(a)
0>)
. What do you consider the greatest advantages of the P.T.A.?
(a)
(b)
f*. What are your criticisms of the P. T.A. ?
(a)
t o
What "benefits do you receive from actual membership in the P.T..A.7 
(a)
t o
Kow could teacher cooperation in P.T.A. he improved?
(a)
oo
How could parent cooperation in the P.T.A. he improved?
(a)
00
3. In what ways, if any, is the F.T.A. overlooking opportunities for 
improving home-school relations?
(a)
(h)
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Or PABOT3 AUtB TMOBERS
To pro»ota the welfare of children and youth la hosse* 
school* church6 and community*
to raise the standards of ho»e life.
fo secure adequate X&ws for the oare and protection of 
children and youth*
To bring Into cl osier relation th® horn® and the school# 
th&t parent® and teacher® nay cooperate intelligently in 
the training of the child*
To derelop between educator® and the general public such 
united efforts as will secure for every child the highest 
advantages in physical* Mental * social# and spiritual 
education*
